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ON LIFE'S PRIORITIES
I just read the story abo ut Derw in H enderson
in Montpelier, and it brought tea rs to my eyes. All
t he sacrifices he h as m ade and t he selfless giving
h e h as d o ne to h elp less fo rtunate kids - what
a wo rth w hile a n d valu able way to live li fe. He
sh o uld write a book. I a m sure he is n o t perfect;
no o n e is. But his cho ices a re truly admirable in
today's m e-oriented culture. It is so m ean ingful
a nd, even if it seem s like it m ay no t be worth it, I
think it wo uld be even less wo rthw hile to sim ply
pursue in st a n t grati ficatio n a nd m ater ialistic
pleasures. In other words, eve n if a life of g iving
is som etimes frus trat in g, it is likely to be better
tha n liv ing a life that is n o t as m eani ngful. I am
a 1986 g r aduat e and a m o the r of t wo b oys and
extrem ely impressed by all he has done.
Ja nie C ra ige Butler ('86)
G reat Falls, Va.
Loved this latest issue [Spring 2004]. It was so
wonder f ul to see m e n of colo r w ith those wa r m
s miles o n t h e fro n t - p lus t heir ho peful story.
The diversity of ar ticles b o th lo ng a nd short a re
ga ining m y i n t er est. I h ave fo nd m em o ries of
Madison C ollege. It is exciting to k now that 200
g raduates have joined the Peace Corps. Perhaps I
was the first in 1967? However, there is pa in too.

It was yea rs before people of color felt welcome.
And when Prince Ed ward Coun ty closed public

schools in d efian ce of the court order
t o d eseg r egate , M adi son Co llege
re m a ine d d eaf and mute . Be ing a n
edu catio n m ajo r, t his wa s con f u s ing. W h a t is
import a n t is that o ur institutio n conti nues to
ch a nge a nd g row by leap s a nd b o unds.
Louise Schuller y C ox ('67)
Windsor, Conn .
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RECONNECTING VIA MONTPELIER
I a m h o nored t o b e in [the Summer 2004]

Montpelier. Because of this article o n m y experiences
in film s, off-Broadway a nd ba ttling cancer, I am
receiving so many calls fro m people I lost to uch
w ith a nd now are back in to uch w ith because t hey
saw this. Even m y two o ld e r s ist ers, a lso grad s,
a re getting calls about t h eir m entio n . I received
a pho ne call from a 1981 Sig m a Kappa siste r, who
was recen t ly t reated fo r brea st ca ncer an d was so
touched by the a r ticle that she wa nted to share her
sto r y w it h m e. She , t oo, is in re m ission . Thank
yo u . I a m absolutely thrilled .
Valerie D avid ('90)
New York, N .Y.
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Visit now and read about:
Learning and preserving history
' JMU students and alumni explore new evidence at the first field-slave quarters discovered by archaeolo, gists at James Madison's Montpelier estate.
Dukes in Iraq
Viewpoints and experiences from alumni and students who have served or who are serving in Iraq.
Happily ever after the 'Burg
Some of these alumni couples met on campus. Some never met while they were students, but they
, are all enjoying purple and gold wedded bliss happily ever after the 'Burg. Written by Tidewater Alumni
' Chapter president Kelly Stefanko ('94).
Who are JMU's FROGS?
JMU President Linwood H. Rose says they are his "favoriteamphibians." JMUFROGs (First yeaROrientation
Guides) help freshmen get to knowthe JMU campus and much more during orientation week. Morethan
500 students vie annually for this volunteer position.
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WHAT'S YOUR
ORANGE BAND?
Did you say you want a revolution? Did you say it was the
institution? Well, wrap your mind around this: A new brand of
activism by a new generation of JMU youth gets students,
professors, even administrators, talking about tough
issues. Now they're takin' it to the streets.
Cover photo by Woods Pierce

100 YEARS
IN THE MAKING
What's different about this year's freshman class? When
the Class of2008 graduates, JMU will be celebrating its

FURTHER PURSUITS
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Rock this vote! Help elect
Duke Dog the national mascot

lOOth anniversary. Meet the Centennial Dukes.

AHHHNOLD MEETS
HIS MATCH
Neither lawsuit nor settlement will deter alumnus
and Capitol Hill lobbyist John Edgell ('83) from his
bobblehead face-off with the Governator.

16 Professors You Love:
Virginia Andreoli Mathie's
legacy of grace

18 A Madison Century: Why did
young men from the 'Burg
want on Robin McNallie's "list?"

21 Tiombe Hurd ('94) sets U.S.

SPEAKING OF GOD
Nominated for the Outstanding Drama Emmy for her

women's triple jump record
and bounds toward Athens

smash CBS hit, Joan ofArcadia, Barbara Hall ('82) has
reached the pinnacle of success in Hollywood. And her
show has the whole country talking about God.

ROMANCING HISTORY
One of Madison's first archaeology majors, Billy
Oliver ('77) brings a woman of the past to life and digs
into North Carolina archaeology.
Montpelier tells the JMU story by
telling the stories of JMU people.

all together oneTM
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' What is the Madison Experience? '
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The 3,288 bright young men and women
who entered James Madison University as
freshmen this fall share a unique distinction - they will graduate as JMU turns
100 years old. At their expected graduation
date in 2008, the university will be conducting a yearlong celebration marking the
centennial of the institution's founding on
March 14, 1908.
The Class of 2008 shares a bond with
those who have preceded them at Madison
since the first decade of the 20th century.
Members of the class, like earlier generations, will have their lives enriched by that
very special phenomenon known as the
"Madison Experience."
We hear the phrase a lot, but exactly
what does it mean? What is the Madison Experience?
Admittedly it's one of those things that
is almost impossible to define precisely, to
quantify into parts and sections. It is a case
where, as the old saying goes, "the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts."

In simplest terms, the Madison Experience is a combination of the many unique
qualities that make JMU the very special
place that it is. In the past, phrases like the
Spirit of Bluestone Hill, the JMU Way
and all together one summarized the
totality of the Madison Experience.
It can be experienced - as thousands can attest - but it can't be
totally explained.
The Madison Experience is a campus atmosphere that combines the best
attributes of two different worlds in
higher education: the large research
university and the small liberal arts
college. JMU is large enough to offer
a broad range of academic programs,
acclaimed courses of study, an esteemed
faculty and the latest word in support facilities and technology. At the same time, like the
finest liberal arts colleges, the JMU campus
maintains the rich traditions of a studentcentered, supportive environment.
At the heart of the Madison Experience
is the academic program. Extensive offerings - more than 100 programs of study
- are available at JMU on the bachelor's,
master's and doctoral levels. In each area of
study, our professors do more than simply
lecture and give tests. They advise, they mentor, they develop close learning relationships
with eager students. JMU faculty members
care; they care deeply about their students
and their scholarly fields of study.
A key aspect of any great academic institution is a solid background in the liberal
arts, and one is provided through the General Education Program that sets JMU students off on solid footing toward their majors
and their lives. The overall academic program is strengthened by an active system
of advising, honors program, internships
and international education. Students also
become acquainted with the latest in information technology, learning how to deal
effectively with today's electronically sophisticated world.
While students are challenged academically, they also find support and assistance
from the faculty and staff. This experience

enables students to grow both intellectually
and individually.
Learning extends far beyond the classroom. Both academic and leadership programs are available in many ofJMU's residence halls, where a variety ofliving options
are available.
The university's mission statement first
points to a commitment to "preparing students to be educated and enlightened," then
to the equally important commitment to
producing "citizens who will lead productive and meaningful lives."
Students at JMU benefit from real-world
experiences. Active programs ofleadership
training are available along with numerous
programs that stress the role and importance
of good citizenship. The name of our center for programs that provides assistance to
students - the Student Success Center exemplifies the emphasis on developing not
only educated students, but those who will
succeed in society as good citizens.
JMU has won acclaim in several national
studies for volunteerism programs. Some
1,500 students give assistance annually to
more than 100 community agencies. Many
students take part in Alternative Spring
Break trips - where students forgo their
spring vacations to aid others.
The Madison Experience includes more
than 300 clubs and organizations of all types
that provide opportunities for students to
broaden their professional and social experiences and to seek out others with common
interests. A broad program of athletics provides students a rallying point and develops
esprit de corps among the JMU family.
Finally there is the JMU campus itself.
The warmth of the university and its citizens
is reflected in the upbeat atmosphere created
by the campus' beautiful appearance.
These are all essential elements of the total
package that creates the Madison Experience
- an experience where the parts add up to
a greater whole that lasts a lifetime.

Linwood H. Rose
President
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Their Madison Experience will be different.
From the time they received their acceptance letters, during the
thousands of journeys that converged on Interstate 81 with parents
and luggage in tow, to the cheers that rocked the Convo bleachers
during orientation week: This year's freshmen all knew one thing;
they will make history. Four years hence, the members of the Class
of2008 will cross the graduation dais amid yearlong celebrations
for James Madison University's 100th anniversary.
The Centennial Dukes are ready.
By their fourth day on campus, 50 freshmen had volunteered to
document their Madison Experiences. They will write essays and
diaries, share personal photos, create scrapbooks, take videos and
design Web sites to involve themselves in the buildup to JMU's centennial celebration. "It's so cool that our class gets to graduate when
JMU turns 100," says Caitlin Loftus ('08). "We can actually see and

The Centennial Dukes are well prepared.
Gone are the starry-eyed 18-year-olds asking for "Gibbons di ning
hall" and clutching campus maps like the last slice of pizza. There
was a different atmosphere to this year's freshmen move-in day, as
3,288 freshmen moved inmnto 18 residence halls all over campus.
"I can't believe the energy of this class," says orientation program
assistant Wesli Spencer ('07). "It's like they're already feedin g off the
energy of the extraordinary senior year they're going to have."
The Centennial Dukes are ready to make history.~

- Michelle Hite ('88)

affect JMU history."
The Class of 2008 already has. Eighty percent of the students
offered admission to JMU applied online; 77 percent were in the top
25 percent of their class; 85 percent had taken honors or advanced i
placement courses; 75 percent scored above 1120 on the SATs. Their
Madison Experience will mirror thousands of Dukes who preceded
them. This class will find lifelong friends and find themselves. They
(Top) Centennial Dukes celebrate their first week under the violet hue
will discover a commitment to lifelong learning and challenging
of the Jimmy's Mad Jam. The student talent show has become a staple
academics. And in their Madison Experience, the Class of2008 will
offreshman orientation week. (Above) Heave! This freshman's quest
witness the construction of a new $10 million center for fine arts,
for higher education begins with a literal uphill climb as he moves into
dance and music, and a new chemistry and physics building with
his room in the Village area of campus.
$1.6 million of brand new research and lab equipment.
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Centennial Duke!
Welcome! During the 2004 Orientation University Welcome, JMUPresident Linwood H. Rose told the freshman class, "It is my privilege to welcome you as members of the JMU community. You get to do something
that not everyone has a chance to do. You get to start life anew. New
location, new teachers, new friends. Make the most of it. Today, you are
all "A" students .... You've been challenged by your peers, the orientation program assistants and the first year orientation guides, to become
involved in numerous activities and organizations on this campus. Try out
lots of things, and try leadership in one or two. Leave a legacy of leadership on this campus."
It was August 1787 when James Madison and pals met in Philadelphia
to write the U.S. Constitution and transform a nation. JMU titles its fiveday orientation program "1787," because it's jam packed with activities
to help prepare students for their Madison Experience. Freshmen battle it
out in a tug-of-war; meet their professors; enjoy free movies, live music
and open mic night; attend a "meet your adviser picnic;" and participate
in residence hall events and Freshmen Convocation.
Freshman Meghan Bell jumped in her first day on campus to help promote
JMU's license plate program, which raises money for legacy scholarships.
Bell is a legacy of two alums: Paul ('83) and Lisa Peters Bell ('84).
Roomies, Part II: Centennial Dukes Michael Hughes and Andrew Mills
share a similar Madison Experience with their mothers. Janie Taylor Hughes
('81) and Donna McCullough Mills ('80) were roommates in Huffman Hall,
and this year, their sons are roommates in Magnolia House. Janie and
Donna also met their husbands at JMU. Janie is married to John Hughes
('81). Donna is married to Michael Mills ('81), and the couple's oldest son,
Joel, is a JMU senior.
First Assignment: Author Tim O'Brien signs autographs after speaking to
the freshman class at the Convo. The first assignment of the Class of 2008
(the Freshman Reading Program) was to read O'Brien's The Things They
Carried, a testament to the men who risked their lives in Vietnam. O'Brien
told freshmen, "For the world to make sense, take along something from
home. Not for the crossing, but to prove once you get to the other side that
something - you cannot say what, exactly - has been true somewhere,
sometime." See Page 15 for a review of O'Brien's book.~

Board OKs new
degree programs
At its April and June meetings, the JMU Board of Visitors
gave approval for the university
to award two new undergraduate degrees, one in biotechnology and the other in justice
studies. The biotechnology program will be one of a few in the
country and the first of its type
in Virginia accord ing to Robert
McKowan, professor of integrated science and technology
and board member of the Virginia Biotechnology Association.
JMU's board also approved a new
master of education in mathematics program.M

JMU remains tops
with U.S. News
JMU held the top spot among
public, master's-level universities in the South for the 11th consecutive year in the annual U.S.
News & World Report rankings.
JMU also ranked third among
all southern master's universities (p ublic and private) in the
news magazine's 2005 America's
Best Colleges edition.
"For over a decade now,
JMU has firmly maintained its
place at the top of the rankings
of public, master's-level universities in the South," says President Linwood H. Rose. "Though
some may argue the validity of
such rankings of colleges, our
consistency in the U.S. News
ranking, which uses extensive
statistica l data and surveying
techniques, gives considerable
credence and surety to JMU 's
ranking. And that we have sustained that degree of excellence
speaks volumes about the dedication of our faculty and staff and
the quality of our students."
JMU was also noted for having the second-highest graduation rate in the southern region,
with 80 percent.M

The Candidate:

Duke Dog has reached the Capital One All-America Mascot finals with 11 other
furry foes. Now the Madison canine needs your help to fetch the top spot. During the weekly mascot matchups
through Dec. 26, vote online once a day for Duke Dog at www.capitalonebowl.com.

1he Contest: Your votes will determine the winner of the popular vote portion of the contest. Those scores
will be combined with judges' rankings on the mascots' interaction with fans, sportsmanship and community
service. The elite mascot team will be featured in a national ad campaign on ABC, ESPN and ESPN2.

National Mascot of Ille Year announcement: Jan. 1, during Ille capital One Bowl on ABC

www.capitalonebowl.cona
Put your paws where your Purple Pride is. Vote now!

The Campaign Manager
JMU senior Mike Keown is the man helping Duke Dog put his best paw forward. Nearly 300
collegia te teams enter a mascot in the Capital One All-America competition. Keown completed Duke Dog's appl ication and compiled a spirited video highlighting the pup's community service, popularity and sportsmanship. The video featured JMU President Linwood H.
Rose, men's basketball coach Dean Keener, members of the football team and JMU fans. "That was the
easy part," says Keown, a communications/public relations major. "Our alumni network is not as large
as some of our opponents, but our alumni are very passionate. We've got to get the word out to vote! "
Keown has utilized all major JMU publications, dining services, the Duke Club and word of mouth to get
students, alumni and the community rallied to vote for Duke Dog. Though Keown got internship credit
for his video, application and marketing plan, the follow-through has been all heart. "Getting out the
word to vote is the hard part," he says, " but I enjoy it because students and alumni love this school."
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befo re. G iving t h ro ugh annuit y
or t rus t ag reements o r through
beq uests is an increasingly popular m e th o d of s upporting the
u n ivers it y, acco rdin g to Carr.
Gi ft s fr o m co rp o r a tions and
fo und ations also sig nificantly
inc reased - fro m $433,000 to
1.4 million.
JM U's e nd ow ment grew
by 4 .6 mil li o n , bringing the
to ta l to $ 28,4 15,234 at the end
of th e fi sca l year. T his growth
was fu eled by a co mbination of
new gifts of 2 million and earning o n the fu nd of $2 .6 million,
whi ch o ut perfo rmed the marke t in ge nera l.
T h e un ive rs it y is raising
so m e $ 10 milli o n tha t will go
towa rd th e construction of two
majo r a rts faci lities: the Dorothy T ho masso n Es tes Center for
T heatre and Da nce a nd a music
rec ita l ha ll. P ri va te funding is
a l O play ing a m ajor pa rt in the
co nstru ction of t he Robert and
Fra nces Ple cker At hl e tic Perfor ma nee C e nter. ~

Students can also electronically share their materials with
professors, who provide feedStudents and faculty memback and evaluate materials using
bers in the College of Educaonline assessments and review
tion have begun using College
tools. Students can create elecLiveText, an online service for
tronic portfolios and share these
the preparation of portfolios,
with cooperating teachers, prolesson plans, curricular projspective employers or anyone
ects and other instructional
else with Internet access.
creations. The software allows
"Students purchase this
students to search for and align
online subscription service once
their instructional materials with
as an undergraduate, and access
local, state and national standcontinues throughout their preards. Students may also search
' service educational career and
and choose online digital movtheir first year of professional
ies and embed them into their
teaching," says CoE Dean Philinstructional projects.
lip Wishon. ~
Students create materials
using CoE faculty-designed temInnovation award
plates for lesson plans, portfoenergizes teamwork
lios or instructional projects.
Students and professors have
The templates help students
won one of five 2004 Innovaincorporate necessary elements
tion Awards from the Interstate
into each instructional project,
Renewable Energy Council for
assisting in the development of
high-quality learning activities. ' their efforts to promote renew-

Futuristic teacher
preparedness

Liz O
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able energy sources through
a "real-world" undergraduate program. JMU was recognized for a range of efforts
that encompass solar, thermal,
photovoltaic, small- and largescale wind power, fuel cells and
alternative fuel vehicles and for
"heavy emphasis" on experimental learning, teamwork and
hands-on study. The IREC award
specifically cites JMU's renewable energy activities in the
Department oflntegrated Science and Technology's energy
sector, according to ISAT professor Jonathan Miles. "The fact
that JMU was recognized with
this award is a testament to how
far a visionary undergraduate
program can reach.
"The ISAT program promotes
an integrated, real-world view
of renewables by mixing tech-

nical, economic, policy, decision-making and other personal
and professional skills into an
active learning environment,"
Miles adds.~

Oh, what a Web
we weave
More than 6 million full-text
scientific and medical articles
will be available online for the
first time thanks to JMU and six
Virginia colleges and universities. The consortium, in conjunction with Amsterdam-based
Elsevier, a leading publisher of
scientific journals, will provide
more than 1,800 publications for
a Web site that will be accessible to students and professors
throughout Virginia.
"We are proud to support the
James Madison University Cooperative libraries in their goal of

providing the best research materials available to their communities," says Frank Vrancken
Peeters, Elsevier's managing
director for sales.
JMU played leading roles in
negotiating the contract with
Elsevier, procuring data to be
used on the ScienceDirect site
and managing consortium
accounts. Sharon Gasser, director ofJMU library technical services, was instrumental in contract negotiations.
"We're pleased that for the
next five years JMU students
and professors will have online
access to more than 1,800 scholarly journals," she says.
Consortium members include
JMU, George Mason, Old Dominion, Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth, Virginia Tech and William and Mary.~

Margin of

Excellence
James Madi son University extends its sincere
th anks to the follow ing
donors for making a difference at JMU. Between May
16 and July 31, 2004, these
friends made charitable gifts of
$50,000 or more. Their contributions help JMU increase
its margin of exce ll ence in
higher education .
Kenneth R. Bartee ('83)
Oak Hill, Va.
Kenneth R. Bartee
Faculty A ward for
Teaching Innovation
Estate of Mabel V.
Lunceford ('42)
Warrenton, Va.
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Ille off the top,
please
The Keezell Hall cupola was removed May 25 for repairs and painting for the first time
in 75 years. "It's been up there since 1929," says George Davis, director ofJMU's facilities
management. Formerly known as Reed Hall, Keezell was built in 1926. During a monthlong repair project, some of the cupola's clay roof shingles and rotting wood were replaced,
and then lead paint was sandblasted off. After a new coat of paint, the cupola was hoisted
back on top of Keezell on June 21.

2003-04 research funding tops $20 million again
In 2003-04, grants and other external
funding for research, instruction, public service and other scholarly activities awarded to
JMU and its faculty topped the $21 million
mark. The $21,228,445 total is a 4.55 percent increase above the previous fiscal year,
and 240 faculty and staff members were
awarded grants from federal, state, local
and private agencies.
More than half of this year's awards came
from federal and state governments. The
federal government provided 108 awards
totaling $11.8 million, or 55.75 percent of
all grants. The 36 state awards totaled more
than $7 million. Another 21 grants totaling $220,905 came from city, county, university or other government entities. About
$1.4 million came from private or nonprofit
organizations and industry.
"Funding successes are a testament to faculty and staff members' efforts to augment
resources and equipment and to provide
mentorship and hands-on research opportunities for students," says Pat Buennemeyer,
director of sponsored programs. "Another
reason JMU funding applications are successful is that professors are asking for fu nds
to not only augment resources and educate
students, but to provide public services, outreach or education to the community outside the campus. That follow-through via
outreach in services or education is a huge
factor in obtaining external fundin g."

Recent awards include funds for 2004
summer Research Experience for Undergraduate programs in biology, chemistry,
materials science and mathematics. Vida
Huber, integrated science and technology
associate dean, and colleagues received
$570,859 from the Virginia Department of
Health to provide administrative and planning services for the HIV Consortium for
Northwest Region to improve the quality,
availability and organization of health care
and support services.~
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Passing the torch
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Kirby Goidel ('89) "found his passion"
when he enrolled in Anthony Eksterowicz's American Government class in the fa ll
of 1986. "Dr. Eksterowicz transformed my
Iife by directing my educational interest and
career into political science," says Goidel, the
director of public policy research at Louisiana State University's Manship School of
Mass Communication.
Last spring, Goidel honored his mentor
by speaking to Eksterowicz's students in two
lectures, sponsored by the Department of
Political Science Byrd Symposium.
"Educators often speak about passing
the torch to another generation, but we
do not actually see it in a personal sense,"
says Eksterowicz. ''I'm so fortunate to have
seen it in Kirby, and now I can watch him
do the sam e."
Goidel 's Public Policy Research Lab conducts research for state government agencies, nonprofits, media outlets, LSU and its
facu lty. His staff conducted the largest study
ever of health insurance status in Louisiana,
and the results are being used to target government efforts to reduce the number of residents witho ut health insurance.
During his two-day visit to campus, Goidel spoke to nearly 600 students addressing
campaign finance reform and public opinion
toward embryonic stem cell research.
"My interest in campaign finance reform
has been in trying to move beyond rhetoric
of reform toward a better understanding of
the reality of reform," says Goidel, who has
written two books on U.S. national elections and the impact of the Federal Election Ca mpaign Act on electoral behaviors
and processes.
"Th e rea lity of reform - at least as I
have studied it - is that it is never as good
as supporters hope nor as bad as opponents
fear," says Goidel. "This teaches us a couple
of things: Political rhetoric is generally overstated, and the truth is somewhere in between
opposing sides; and there are ways to study
problems that can provide us with a basis
for evaluating competing claims."
Goidel also addressed public opinion toward embryonic stem cell research.
"According to Democratic theory, citizens 1

Kirby Goidel, (righ t) , director of public policy research at Louisiana State University 's Ma nship School of Mass Communication, visited campus last spring to speak to students in honor
of his mentor political science professo r Anthony Eksterowicz. Goidel's lectures were sponsored
by the Department of Political Science Byrd Symposium.
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should be informed, yet th ey often know
very little about their political systems. Just
watch Leno sometime. They know even less
about science. So how do they form opinions about something as complicated as
embryonic stem cell research? The answer
is that they rely on basic values (religion and
social ideology) and previously developed
attitudes (reservations about science and
attitudes about abortion) and information
provided by the mass media. In some ways,
this is reassuring; citizens can develop opinions on complex issues. On the other hand,
there is a lot of room for error."
Impressed by the students' questions,
Goidel says, "They were smart and tolerant.
They showed great pat ience when I overpla nned and put way too much information into my first lecture. As they could tell,
I'm better at presenting problems than providing any sort of clear solutions. But that's
OK; the world is a complicated place, and
students need to learn that there are no easy
answers. And I'm so glad that Dr. Eksterowicz is still influencing students. He is a great
teacher with an unyielding interest in the
world around him. He is constantly thinking, engaging, probing, challenging. You

learn from him not only because he has a
lot to teach you, but because he presses yo u
for ideas and then challenges you to think
about what you are saying."
Outside the classroom, Goidel and Eksterowicz have worked together on three projects.
Goidel contributed an article to the 1999 Post
Cold War Presidency book that Eksterowicz
co-edited. In 2000, Goidel contributed his
article, "If You Report It Will They Care?"
to the book, Public Journalism and Political
Knowledge, also co-edited by Eksterowicz.
The duo's third collaborat ion is a 2004 special issue of the White House Studies journal,
titled The President and Foreign Policy: Chief
Architect or General Contractor? Eksterowicz
is on e of the guest editors, and Goidel contributed the article, "Beyond the Water's
Edge: Public Opinion, Foreign Policy and
the Post Cold Wa r Presidency."
Eksterowicz is proud that both fore ign
policy book projects include contributions
from Goidel, one of his first students, and
Ecksterowicz's own mentor, retired University of Delaware professor James Oliver. "Ifl
do nothing else in my career, I will be most
proud of this," he says. ~
- Mich elle H ite ('88)
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Staring

down
the

Alum tackles the army ofArnold
I can now retire from politics after having had Happy Birthday
sung to me in such a sweet, wholesome way.
- John F. Kennedy after Marilyn Monroe's sultry birthday serenade
And John Edgell ('83)
can now retire from politics - having hacked off the
Terminator in such a sweet,
wholesome way.
Edgell is truly an anomaly. The Capitol Hill lobbyist takes a serious, disciplined approach to
politics. Yet he pulls Lucy
Ricardo-like stunts such as
bowling with frozen chickens
to rail against Tyson; Edgell
is a Democrat, but lobbies
for Republicans; and he

crows about his achievements, yet can be
annoyingly modest.
And he possesses something disturbingly
lacking in Washington: a soul.
Witness his latest political adventure.
His efforts to raise money for charity have
splashed the Edgell name all over the country.
At this moment, the major media are wearing
out the batteries in his Blackberry. Edgell 's
David-and-Goliath story has been covered
by the Associated Press, Reuters, KnightRidder, ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, MSNBC,
CNBC, Jay Leno, The New York Times, The
Washingto n Post, and, yes, even the Daily
News-Record of Harrisonburg.

I

You must have heard the story by now:
John Edgell has bumped up against that
notorious political meteor, the Kennedy-inLaw, Beefcake Bad Boy, the Gropenfuhrer
himself, Arnold Schwarzenegger. The California governor has struck back; and it's all
over a bobblehead.
Simply put, Edgell put the Governator's
head on one of those bouncy little bigheaded
dolls, and Schwarzenegger sued.
"Try Googling 'Schwarzenegger' and 'bobblehead,' then you'll spend the next four years
reading all the results," Edgell says.
The cheery doll's wide-eyed grin didn't
bother Arnold. It must have been the large
machine gun in the Republican governor's
hand. And it all started so harmlessly.
Edgell sits in a booth at the Florida Avenue Grill in northwest Washington, D.C.,
a purely egalitarian greasy spoon. Vintage

GovernorGirlieMan.com, greeting cards, urinal
Edgell, the man of the people. He speaks with
Schwarzenegger claimed that using the
animated features and eloquence, the dark
cakes and toilet paper will follow.
gun referred to his movie roles. Edgell countousled Kennedy (or Kerry) haircut with only
Edgell is represented pro bono by the
tered that the doll's business suit and gun
First Amendment Project of Oakland, Calif.,
bits of gray and deep, weary eyes.
were not the star, the merchandising magbecause he sees this as a serious constituAll Edgell wanted to do was raise $50,000
net, but the governor, the public figure and
tional
issue. The Schwarzenegger bobblefor the Kristen Ann Carr Fund For Sarcoma
NRA supporter.
head,
Edgell
argues, is legitimate satire of
Research (www.sarcoma .com) in memory
"Arnold made a campaign promise for
a
public
figure.
"The very values that our
of a friend's stepdaughter who died of canan assault weapons ban, and he hasn't done
,
men
and
women
are fighting for in Afghanicer. He had become friendly with Ohio Disanything about it," says Edgell.
stan
and
Iraq
are
represented in the Concount Merchandise, a firm that makes bobbleSchwarzenegger settled the lawsuit Aug. 2
stitution,
including
the freedom to express
heads. Edgell had been giving them ideas
with the company and dropped the charges
political
views,"
he
says.
such as Rudy Giuliani and Hillary Rodham
against Edgell.
So, explains Edgell's Web site slogan: "PokClinton. The firm's biggest sellers are Anna
But the JMU alum is not happy about it,
ing
Fun at Politicians is Serious Business.
Nicole Smith and Jesus Christ.
promising to seek an injunction. The Ohio
Support
Satire; Support Free Speech."
Then Ahhhhnold beckoned. As a father
firm and the California governor agreed to
He says the episode transformed him from
of two, Edgell says he is concerned about a , donate the insurance money from the settleessentially a "passive investor to an engaged
politician/family man who has performed
ment to Schwarzenegger's charity, Arnold's
entrepreneur." He says he has learned about
in extremely violent films that make Sam
All-Stars, and the purchase of a fire truck
"direct-to-consumer" distribution based on
Peckinpah look like Chuck Jones. To prove
for a Canton, Ohio, department. (One of the
the Internet. He is working on two other Interhis point, Edgell took a newspaper with
company's principals is an elected official of
net firms, one a database that raises funds
Schwarzenegger's picture and showed it to ,
the town. Politics again, go figure.)
by merging disparate data to serve political
children in his toddler's daycare. "Two of
Ohio Discount also will sell the bobblecampaigns, and an innovative Web portal
them did the machine gun," says Edgell,
heads without the gun. Edgell was shut out.
for viewing campaign commercials.
"spraying" the restaurant with imaginary
"This completely violated my well-estabEdgell says he owes much of his canny
bullets. "It's a pet peeve of mine, the effects
lished charitable intentions," Edgell says.
ability to learn the ropes of business to "the
of violent movies on our society."
Had "Arnold not diverted funds to his
calming and wise voice of Carl Weaver," his
So a Schwarzenegger bobblehead surpet charity," he adds, the sarcoma charJMU adviser and a popular finance professor,
faced, and Edgell had a way to raise money
ity would have reached its $50,000 fundfrom whom Edgell took four classes.
for his special cause at the same time.
raising goal.
Arnold picked the wrong guy to bully. ~
"We chose to shame him rather than make
But Edgell's mind is always working,
- Patrick Butters ('83)
a political statement," Edgell says.
remnants of his resourceful days in the SPE
But to be fair, Edgell and his young son
fraternity. Edgell is taking advantage of his
took a bobblehead to Schwarzenegger and
raised profile as what The Washington Post
his wife, Maria Shriver, at NBC Studios.
calls
"Washington Lobbyist and Bobblehead
"They could not have been more classy,"
Guru
John Edgell." He has already honored
Edgell says. "Arnold looked at me and said,
Arnold
with a series of fine "Governor Girlie
'Oh, it looks like me. Good luck."'
Man"
products.
The name is based on the
They sold $110,000 worth of Arnold
politico's mocking comment in July about
bobbleheads and, through an agreement,
California Democrats.
Edgell raised $25,000 for sarcoma research.
First, the bust of the governor's head
Then the hammer came down. In May,
was placed on the body of a Jackie Kennedy
Arnold filed suit in Los Angeles County
bobblehead, complete with pink outfit and
Superior Court, naming both Edgell and
pumps. Thus the Girlie Governor. It makes a
the firm, for unauthorized use of the for"unique stocking stuffer, wouldn't you say?"
mer movie star's image. "Arnold the LitigaEdgell asks. T-shirts, already available at
tor?" read The New York Times.
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Mugwumps, Dixiecrats, Square Deals,
New Deals, han ging chads, a chicken in
Every Pot, murder and paternity scandals
are just a few of the subj ects two professors a re tack ling in a mission to improve
knowledge of political histor y among
America's students.
Political science
professors Scott Hammond and Bob Roberts have written the
Encyclopedia of Presidential Campaigns,
Slogans, Issu es and
Platforms. The n ew
reference book i s

aimed at undergraduates and high school
students and includes synopses of each
presidenti a l campaign since Ge orge
Washington in 1789. The professors hope
th at historical anecdotes a nd explanations of major campaign slogans, issues
and platforms will spark an interest in
politics among today's students.
"A lot ofliterature now just focuses on
campaign techniques: how to r un a campaign versus the issues involved in the campaign," says Roberts. "We tried to combine
the focus on issues and platforms and the
tactical nature of running a campaign."
Both professors trace th e adve nt of
their own political awareness to th e '60s.

"The first election I remember was 1960,"
says Roberts, who is a frequent commentator on presidential campaigns. "I remember following that campaign very closely.
From my experience growing up in elementary school [in Iowa], there was much
more emphasis on politics and world affairs
when I was growing up. That had a lot to
do with the fact that the period was a very
anxious period due to the Cold War."
Hammond marks his political awakening
on Nov. 22, 1963, the day John F. Kennedy
was assassinated. "That's the first time I
even heard of a president," he says. He was 5.
He also reca lls growing up under the
threat of nuclea r attack - "this idea you

could be vaporized " at any moment. "I
remember the Cold War and can compare
th at an xiet y with the anxiety that people talk about today, how we 're worried
about terrorism."
The events of 1968 "left a big impression on me as a 10 year old," Hammond
says. "Even in a small town in Colorado,
you just had the awareness of all this turmoil around you ." The 1968 campaign
was the "most volatile" - second only
to 1860, which preceded the outbreak of
the Civil War, says Hammond. In a "time
of tremendous turmoil" - the Vietnam
War and protests against it, the assassinations of Robert Kennedy and Martin
Luther King Jr. and rioting at the Demo cratic National Convention in Chicago th e ' 68 presidentia l campaign pitted
a regenerated Richard Nixon against
Hubert Humphrey, who ran after incumbent Lyndon Johnson withdrew,
a nd w ith Alabama's George Wallace
thrown in the mix as a third-party candidate. "This was a very complex campaign and like '64, it reverberates beyond,"
says Hammond.
The '64 campaign with its Daisy advertisement was a contest reminiscent of the
1800s, when mudslinging was rife, according to Roberts. In the television ad, a lit tle
girl is playing in a field of daisies. Her counting of plucked petals becomes a missile
launch countdown; then, suddenly, a nightmarish mushroom cloud fills the screen. ''As
the atomic death cloud billows," write the
authors, "the grave voice of Lyndon Johnson darkly warns that 'these are the stakes:
to make a world in which all of God's child re n ca n live or to go into the dark. We
m ust either love each other or we must die.'
An announcer then urges: 'Vote for President Johnson on Nov. 3. The stakes are too
h igh for you to stay home."' The ad aired
o nly once, and "became the archetype for
th e modern attack ad."
"1 964 was to me a turning point in presidential campaigns, whether good or bad,"
says Roberts. " It represented a major change
in the nature of the campaign by using the
mass media as a modern way to dismantle
a n opponent."
W hat has changed in recent decades, says
Rob erts, is politics in the home and in the

media. "Coming out of the Great Depression,
[there were] heavy levels of political socialization within the family. Conversations around
the table focused on Roosevelt the wonderful
person or Roosevelt the devil. Now what you
get is all politicians are bad. That has
become more dominant of a philosophy
pushed by the media since Watergate. The
media portrays politics as dirty or evil and
throughout the 19th and early 20th century the media was part of the campaign.
Campaigns were dominated by newspapers that were openly affiliated with
parties. That had a big impact on the generations that have come, because they view
politics as not a very honorable profession.
"Much of what the media focuses on is a
horse race," adds Roberts. "They just focus
on who's in the lead in the polls, and they
really don't spend as much time as they should
on the issues or the differences between the
parties and the candidates."
For all the doom-and-gloom perceptions of politics today, however, Roberts
and Hammond contend that modern political campaigns are tame compared to a
century ago. The classic negative campaign
was the 1884 contest between Grover Cleveland and James Blaine. Blaine had a terrible
record and was almost indicted numerous
times for various problems, while Cleveland was lambasted for allegedly fathering
an illegitimate child.
"Mudslinging is still around," says Hammond, "but it's nothing compared to the
19th century." Andrew Jackson, for example
was accused of murder during a campaign.
" Negative campaigning isn't anything new," says Roberts. "Campaigns
really haven't changed that much. There's
nothing new about slogans or sound bites.
The way we re ach voters has changed,
but not the campaigns. Campaigns are
still often fought over issues and beliefs
on what the future should be."
Roberts and Hammond, who have a
new chapter to write since Nov. 2, hope
their reference book will play a role in
renewing an interest in political issues.~

Encyclopedia of Presidential Campaigns,
Slogans, Issues and Platforms
2004 Greenwood Press
ISBN : 0313319731
-

Janet L. Smith ('81 )

Be a freshman again: required

.-

reading at 2004 Orientation
Tim 1990
Houghton Mifflin/
Seymour Lawrence
By Tim O'Brien
IS ISBN : 0767902890

l
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The Things They Carried is Tim O'Brien's testament to the men who risked their lives in Vietnam. Readers learn their personal stories, and
through their relationships, see the soldiers' isolation, loneliness and fear. Readers witness soldiers finding sympathy, kindness, frailty, love for
one another, and the courage, determination and
luck needed to survive. This year it's required reading for freshmen.
,f

REVIEW: The Things They Carried
By Mark A. R. Facknitz,
]MU professor of English

Tim O ' Brien graduated with honors
from Macalester College in the summer of
1968 and by January of the next year he was
in Vietnam. He was astonished. He didn't
really expect to be drafted or to find himself in harm's way hearing from an NCO, "I
don't want to scare the bejasus out of you
- that 's not what I want - but, shit, you
guys are gonna die."
By the time he returned to America, he
was a sergeant, had a Purple Heart from
some shrapnel, and had knocked off some
newspaper stories. He never imagined they
would become the basis of a literary career
- or even his first book, the memoir If I
Die in Combat, Box Me Up and Ship Me
Home (1973) .
Well, maybe he had no idea. He confesses
to a lot of mischief. Was the early journalism
straight? Or did he always make it up as he
went along, maintaining a tormented relationship between metaphoric truth and the
literalism native to good war stories?
Was he a really a sergeant? One biographical note ( Contemporary Authors)
says so but this important fact never figures
in his fiction. Was it really shrapnel from
Continued on Page 16
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Small gifts and a legacy of grace
It seemed like a relatively insignificant object - a bookmark.
This particular bookmark, however, was anything but insignificant:
it was momentou s. I carried it in numerous books - the Bible, a
Shakespeare anthology, an Irish verse collection. It came with me in
my move from Harrisonburg to Phoenix and from America to the
Republic of Ireland and back aga in. This small token has accompanied me along my life's journey and helped mark the m ilestones of
that pilgrimage. A graduation gift from professor Virginia Andreoli
Mathie, the bookmark symboli zed an act of generosity and kindness - an act that deeply encouraged me and ultimately became
th e very emblem of impression and inspiration. In that small gift,
Dr. Andreoli Mathie transformed within me the then-ten uous faith
I had in both myself and in my world. I thought, "If one revered
teacher could find in me something so worthy of a h and-embroidered bookmark to honor my graduation, th en I, too, can locate
something of merit in myself and others and, thus, honor this mento r's faith in humanity."
In the process of completing my final year's graduation requirements for an English m ajor and psychology minor, I took a social
psychology course under the tutelage of Dr. Andreoli Math ie. At the
time I met her, I was most certainly part of a "lost" generation of
college students - people who populated the hallways of academia
without a clear sense of purpose or direction. What's more, as I had
been a midsummer transfer student in 1981, my JMU experience had
been one of many fragments of time and history that comprised my
Professor emerita ofpsychology Virginia Andreoli Mathie

Contin ued from Page 15
a hand grenade that injured him ? Or wa s
he shot in the ass, pelvis nicked and bowel
torn as is suggested in another place ?
Don't bother trying to fin d out fo r sure.
O'Brien is lying on pu rpose, and he wa nts
you to know he is.
True, all good fiction writers are liars,
but few, eve n amon g t od ay's pos tm odern sports, match O'Brien in telling their
readers in quite so m any ways, or so ad amant ly, tru st nothin g I t ell yo u . Th is
lesso n - yo u m ig ht even call it a ga m e
- O'Br ien had down pat by the time he
wrote The T h ings Th ey Car ried . It m ay
not be his best book, but cert ai nly it is the
most widely read, and, amon g hund red s
of fine books, the one that most often serves
to tell us what we must know and can stand
to know about the Vietnam conflict.
The Things Th ey Ca rried is to Vietnam
what A ll Quiet on the Western Fro nt is to the

firs t World Wa r, or Catch-22 is to the second World War.
One needs to wo nder what th is means.
The novel's relentlessly reiterated lesson is
th at we must not expect trut h in th e midst
of a war in wh ich no thin g is sure, nothing makes sense - in which each certainty
proves bog us, comes undone and slips away.
Memory and dream become the same mapless place, now fu ll of n ostalgia, next full
of menace.
Perhaps the lasting message of The Things
T h ey Carried is t ha t wh en yo u wa nt th e
wo rld to make sen se yo u might do well to
remember th at just knowing where yo u are
is nearly impossible in th e best of circu mstances . Take along someth ing fro m home.
Not fo r the crossing but to prove once you
get to the other side that something-you
ca nn ot say what, exactly - has been true
somewhere, sometime. That's about what
we can be sure of. Somewhere, sometime.
Maybe. Maybe not.~

2005 Boyd Mills Press
By Richard Hilliard
ISBN-1-59078-293-3
On May 25, 1961,
President Joh n F. Kennedy set a goal for the
nation: to put a man on
the moon before the decade was over. On July
20, 1969, the world heard Neil Armst rong
anno un ce, "The Eagle has landed ." JMU
art professor Richard Hilliard 's first illustrated child ren's book fo llows th e exciting
story of Apollo 11 and the th ree m en who
completed the historic flight to the moon.
Neil, Buzz and M ike go to the Moon features
age-appropriate text, bold illustrations and
informative sidebars, written and illustrated
by Hilliard . With 20 years experience as an
ar t director and illu st ra tor, H ill ia rd has
designed everythin g fro m toys to robotic
displays fo r theme parks.~
www. richhilliard.com

..
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collegiate career. If the images of my academic endeavors were portrayed as shards against the backdrop of college life, my personal
sensibilities were even more fragile. Addiction, abuse and apathy
were among the many demons against which I was waging battle,
and the process was taking an enormous toll on my ability to complete my education. But I forged ahead and, in so doing, my fledgling spirit encountered Andreoli Mathie's special attention. She not
only tutored me in social dynamics, social acculturation and group
interaction, she also gave me much-needed permission for selfexpression. In her risk-taking, I learned recovery. She gave to me the
very intellectual and social fodder I needed to begin to reconstruct
my ideology of self - my own sense of identity.
In the late 1980s, I decided to enter the teaching profession, not
at the urging of anyone, but because I had come to understand that
for some, such as professor Andreoli Mathie, teaching was not a
matter of occupation so much as it was an active vocation. I, too,
wanted to alter for the better the journey of young people, in particular because I had become keenly aware of how many young adults
are thrust into adulthood without being fully equipped to deal with,
and respond to, the pressures of society.
Last spring, JMU President Linwood Rose told retiring professors -Andreoli Mathie, among them - "I hope you feel you did
make a difference." Not only did professor Andreoli Mathie make
a difference in the lives of her students, but her benevolence continues to make a difference in the lives of many students whom she
will never actually meet but who, nonetheless, benefit from her
legacy of kindness, grace and charity.~
Thank you, professor Andreoli Mathie.

- Deborah McWilliams, Ph.D. ('82)

About the professor
Psychology professor Virginia And reoli Mathie retired in May
after 28 years on the faculty. She was a recipient of the 2002 American
Psychological Association's Distinguished Contributions Award. She
earned numerous other honors for her contributions to the applications of psychology through her work on the Psychology Partnerships
Project: Academic Partnerships to Meet the Teaching and Learning
Needs of the 21st Century. Andreoli Mathie also won the APA's 1999
Presidential Citation Award for her work on the partnership project and
was the Harry Kirke Wolfe speaker at the 2001 APA convention.

About the author
Deborah Hunter McWilliams ('82) is an English teacher
at a private, all-boys high school in southern California.
In 1995, she earned her Ph.D. in English from Cla remont
Graduate University, specializing in British Isles literature,
with an emphasis in Irish Studies. She is a published essayist and poet,
but says her "greatest academic interest remains [her] students."
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Tell us about those special

Professors you L VE
The Montpelier series written by alumni won a 2004 CASE Award of
Excellence. Keep those top-notch submissions coming. If your entry is
published in Montpelier, you'll receive $100. Entries may be edited for
content and length. Send entries to montpelier@jmu.edu or to Montpelier,
21 Medical Arts West, MSC 5718, )MU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Include
your name, class year, daytime phone number and home address.
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schools," adds Degner. OrangeBand, NAACP
and SGA student members handed out more
than 1,000 absentee ballo ts and registered
800 Virginia voters.
OrangeBand, joined by the James Madison Center, the Center fo r Service-Learning and the SGA, sponsored the nonpartiIn honor of Constitution Day and James
san voter drive by staffin g registration and
Madison, principle architect of the U.S. Conabsentee ba llot in for m a tio n tables. The
stitution, JMU commemorated the Sept. 17,
Sept. 15-17 Constitution Week events also
1787, signing of the Constitution with a voter
included an a nnu al student signing of the
registration d rive aimed at getting 81 per- ,
Constitution, a forum for students to discent turnout am ong JMU students for the
c uss the signi fica nce of voting and a free
November elections.
concert. OrangeBand and James Mad ison
"The only way to get that high of a turnCenter volunteers also ha nded o ut copies
o ut is for everyone to work together," says
of the U.S. Constitution.
Kai Degner ('03), a fo unding member of
"There are a number of ways people jusOrangeBand, a nonpartisan student group
tify not voting, and this was an opportunity
formed to advance citizenship and civil disto explore those reasons and see if we agree
course. OrangeBand was the key sponsor of
on the matter," says Degner.
the week's events. "We chose 81 percent as
OrangeBand adviser and philosophy and
a goal with hopes that the effort will travel
religion professor William Knorpp Jr. led the
further south down Interstate 81 to other
fo rum, "Is not voti ng justi fied ?" and pre-

81 percent

Student groups and alumni
champion involvement

sented a formula concluding that the probability of one vote making a difference in an
election is very low. "But," Knorpp told students, "I will still vote. It may be a civic duty
to vote whether it counts or not."
From O ct. 18 to Nov. 2, OrangeBand
sponsored its fall action campaign focusi ng
on "Issues in the Election." The group hosted
m ore than 20 fo rums and debates encouraging st udents to get involved a nd ed ucate
them selves on presidential election issues.
Thro ughout the fall, OrangeBa nd worked
with the Eastern Mennonite University chapter ofO rangeBand and the national student
advocacy group Virginia21 to involve students
in the election process. Ora n geBand also
sponsors a Campus Debate Across America
effort working with high school and university debate teams to create constructive dialogue foc used on the right to vote.
Learn more about OrangeBand's efforts
on Page 32 or www.ora ngeband.org.~
-Michelle Hite ('88)
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Over the 33 years I taught in JMU's English department, I must have written hundreds ofletters of recommendation for students seeking employment or admission
into graduate schools and professional programs. I like to believe that my preparation
as a recommender started in my first years at
the school in the mid-'60s, when it was still
Madison College. The letters I submitted
in those days were not in support of graduating seniors aspiring to become managers
or teachers, but were written to vet young
local men hopeful of acquiring dates with
Madison females.
In 1965, Madison was, of course, largely
a women's college, which - given that
era - meant it was a place that served a
lot of cucumber sandwiches at stiff afternoon receptions and erected a lot of barriers intended to keep nature from followts true and often errant course. Those
e the days of dress codes for the women
o pants to be worn to class except in
ment weather, no patent leather shoes curfews. Additionally, a rule existed

Li
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intended to keep the women
in their cloistered space by
discouraging males from entering that same
space in pursuit of courtship and conquest.
This regulation required that local would-be
suitors had to submit to the dean of women
letters from presumably reputable sources
attesting to the young men's upstanding
character before they were allowed to date
Madison women.
Whether or not I actually qualified as a
"reputable source" is still open to debate,
but I did come quickly to be perceived as
such. Harrisonburg was, of course, a rather
tight-knit community 40 years ago; and,
since I was a bachelor without a car at the
time, I spent most of my free hours circulating among the natives. I often ate at downtown lunch counters and restaurants. I also
frequently received invitations to parties
from the few men, mostly locals, enrolled
then at Madison. Non-Madison males were
frequently present at these parties. Under

these varying circumstances, certain yo ung
men, most of th em in
their 20s (as I was),
when meeting m e a nd
learning of my position on
the Madison faculty, were not hesitant about
asking me to write references to the dea n of
women on their behalf.
Since these men were virtual stra ngers
to me, I had to wrest from each supplica nt
sufficient vital information from which to
create a convincing portrait of trust wo rthiness. I probed each one about his religious affiliation, jobs held, awards won, volunteerism and what he perceived to be his
best character trait and his worst. On th e
latter point, I recommended that he choose
a trait not too damning, just bad enough to
add some credibility to the portrait.

It never occurred to me to check any files
downtow n for police records on my clients.
When the question of payment for my
services arose, I generally settled for a sixpack of beer, payable when I sent off the letter. I wasn't taking any chances of not getting
paid if it didn't perform the desired magic.
As fa r as m e mory allows, I never heard from
any of my clients after the beer was delivered. Perhaps the dean of women filed the
letters away without opening them, or perhaps she whiffed their suspicious gestation.
Most likely, any dates that my letters made
possible led to no lasting relationship, and

1
1

therefore no wedding receptions for
be invited to.
Looking back on it all now, I must confess, as I typed those recommendations, a
certain rueful irony was not lost on me. The
Madison Faculty Handbook of the time prohibited single faculty members like me from
dating students. It was silent on the issue of
married faculty, none of whom ever asked
me for a letter.~

A Madison Century story by Robin McNallie,
professor emeritus of English

James Madison University will be 100 years old
in 2008. A Madison Century points toward that
centennial four years hence and highlights
important and human moments in
university history.

f 00

YEARS AGO

1904- As part of the townspeople's intense
lobbying of the Virginia General Assembly
to attract the normal school to Harrisonburg, the local newspaper editor, Adolph H.
Snyder, takes the high ground . He writes
that the city "is so located and so environed
that any agency that quickens local interest ,
in the public schools in like measure brings
public education to a higher standard of efficiency in the commonwealth as a whole,
and elevates the public school as a power
for higher civilization and civic virtue." In
2004, JMU 's mission statement expresses
those same sentiments: We are committed
to preparing students to be educated and
enlightened citizens who will lead productive and meaningful lives.
[Raymond C. Dingledine Jr. Madison College: The
First 50 Years, 1908 - 1958]

64YEARSAGO

..J2YEARSAGO

1940 - Old Virginia, whose lyrics were
written in 1911 by original normal school
history department head John Wayland,
finishes second in a vote for the state song by
the members of the Virginia General Assembly. The runner-up's music was written by
William H. Reubush, who taught music at
Shenandoah College and Conservatory of
Music, then located in Dayton. Old Virginia
was sung widely throughout the commonwealth in the 1920s, '30s and '40s, particularly in public schools, where many Madison college graduates were teaching. Nonetheless, the song finished behind the winning Carry Me Back to Old Virginia, (which
the assembly retired in 1997 because of racist lyrics).

1972 - Malcolm Harris arrives from Texas
and recruits 100 students to establish the
Madison College Marching Band to complement the college's first football team.
Stepping off on their right feet (contrary to
the norm), these precursors to the Marching Royal Dukes are thus known as a rightfooted band. Practicing on X-lot and performing at the home field location of Godwin
Field, they perform militaristic marching and
precision drills and play mostly fanfa res and
circus marches. Band members wear black
tuxedo jackets, a white overlay and a gold
gothic M. The band includes nine twirlers
known as "The Golden Girls," eight of whom
wear gold sequined outfits, with the ninth
girl in a blue sequined outfit.

[Fred Hilton: A Catching Tune,
Montpelier, Fall 1997]

[Assistant MRD director Bill Posey, who marched
and played trumpet in 1973]

tor at Hyatt Hotel in Washington, D.C.,
and part-time athlete with no coach. Training solo, Hurd finished second in the 2002
U.S. indoor championships and fourth in
the outdoor championships. At the March
2003 indoor nationals, she tore her left ham' string, and the injury helped her decide to
' train full time. She enlisted English coach
Aston Moore, who has helped improve her
technique. Training solo was not the only
detriment to Hurd's technique. She fo uls
often in competition because of an eye condition that few know exists. "I never told anyone, because I didn't want them to treat me

Tiombe Hurd ('95) celebrates with fans after setting the
American record in the women's triple j ump during the
U.S. Olympic Track and Field Trials in July.

triplejum~

champ

competes in

•

Olympics
Triple jumper Tiombe Hurd ('95) set an
American record in winning the U.S. Olympi Trials in July. Her jump of 47 feet, 5
inches surpassed the mark of 47 feet, 3 1/2
inches set in 1996, and put Hurd on th e
J>ath to Athens.
After missing the 2000 Sydney Games
y four inches, Hurd knew she was a long
hot for a medal. She is ranked 24th in the

world by the International Association of
Athletics Federations.
Competing on the historic ground of Athens,
Hurd finished 13th in her qualifying
group and tied for 22nd place overall in the XXVIII Olympic Games.

Herbestjumpwas45 feet, 101/2
inches, and only the top 12 finishers advanced to the finals.
"I felt really good in the warm-ups, and
they went well; but unfortunately when it
was time to jump, my steps were off, and I
was stutter-stepping to the board .... I just
couldn't jump well," says Hurd.
When Hurd finished first in the 2001
U.S. indoor and o utdoor championships,
she was a full-time assistant administra-

different," says Hurd, who wears corrective
contact lenses.
"Her success is even more outstanding because she's overcome that," says U.S.
Olympic coach Craig Poole.
Hurd also places bright-colored tape on
the side of the track as markers. When she
fouled in her first two attempts at the U.S.
Olympic Trials, she had the crowd on their
feet; but her third jump set the record. Though
her trip to Athens didn't go as well as she'd
hoped, Hurd never once blamed her eye
condition. The American champ is her own
toughest critic: "I felt really great training
in Athens, but when you get to the big day,
you've got to make it happen and I didn't. I
wish I could have had a better performance
with my parents in the stands.'~
-Michelle Hite ('88)
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At 13,500 feet
the door opened
up and everyo ne
started jumping out. My heart
started pumping
harder and faster
than ever before. All my nervousness
turned into sheer adrenaline. This is
the moment I have waited for all these
years. The instructors asked me if I was
ready. I responded with a "yes," and we
walked to the door.
The jump seemed long, even though it
was only 60 seconds. At 5,500 feet I waved
off and deployed my main canopy. Everything came out as it should, and I was on my
own until landing. It was amazing up there,
so quiet and peaceful. I followed my landing
pattern and landed where I was supposed
to safely. The moment my feet touched the
ground, I wanted to do it again.
"I became interested in skydiving at the
age of 8, when my mom made her first jump,"
says Matthew Seitz ('06). "I was stuck on the
ground while she, my aunt, uncle and grandfather made their first static-line jumps.
After seeing the excitement on their faces,
I knew I wanted to be a part of the fun. My
mom told me that as soon as I turned 18, she
would pay for my first skydive."
Kimberly Seitz kept her promise. A week
after Matthew turned 18, she took him to
his first jump. "I knew I didn't want to make
just one jump," says Matt. "I wanted to make
skydiving a hobby."
~

'-=a:

"The feeling you get is sheer bliss,"•rs licensed
skydiver Matt Seitz ('06). "The
is perfect,
and you know that you are one qfa ifw ho get to
experience this whenever you lik

mifnt

Although Seitz is the only skydiver at
JMU, he does his best to promote skydiving
as a safe sport that anyone can try. "I have a
meeting or two every semester to gauge interest," he says. "I talk about all aspects of the
first jump: safety, cost, gear; and I a nswer
any questions," the licensed skydiver adds.
Seitz's first collegiate-level competition
was the 2003 U.S. Parachute Association's
Collegiate National Parachuting Championships in Lake Wales, Fla. The competition drew 77 students from 17 colleges and
universities. Seitz took home third place in
the free-flying competition, fourth in the
two-way relative work category and fifth
in sport accuracy.
Seitz's two-way skydiving partner was
George Mason University student Alicia
McCraw. "Most students don't have the time
or money for this type of competition, so it's
hard to find a partner," says Seitz, who led
groups of skydivers to Skydive Orange to
raise money for the competition. Finishing
in the Top 5 in three categories was quite a
feat for Seitz, who not only had trouble finding a competition partner, but broke his leg
after 20 practice jumps. "I broke both a tibia
and fibula in three places and dislocated
an ankle on a landing," he explains. "But
, I found the best orthopedic surgeon in the
area, had surgery a week after the accident,
was in a cast for five weeks, [completed]
physical therapy for two months, and was
cleared to jump by my surgeon three days
before the nationals."
In August, Seitz became a licensed and
certified skydiving coach for the U.S. Parachute Association, and he says that he looks
forward to getting paid for doing what he
loves. "The best part about skydiving is leaving the plane," he says. "The moment you
step out of the door, all your ca res leave you,
and you focus on that one momen t."~
- Cheryl Locke ('05)

See the Dukes in action
Get your tickets by calling (568) 568-3853
or visit www.jmusports.com/ticketing

2004 - 05 Basketball Schedules
MEN'S
Nov. 20
Nov. 27
Nov. 29
Dec.4
Dec. 11
Dec. 15
Dec. 18
Dec. 22
Dec. 29
Jan. 3
Jan. 8
Jan. 12
Jan. 15
Jan. 19
Jan.22
Jan. 26
Jan. 29
Jan. 31
Feb.2
Feb. 5
Feb.9
Feb. 12
Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb.21
Feb.23
Feb. 26
March4-7

Gail Decker ('04) was

one of five finalists for the
Tewaaraton Trophy, given
annually to the nation's
top college lacrosse player.
She was also one of fo ur
final ist s fo r the NCAA
Hond a Award. Decker,
the 2004 Colonial Athletic Association Lacrosse
Player of the Year, earned
her second All-A merica
honors and led the Dukes
to the nationa l quarterfinals. Th ree additional
JMU lac rosse pl ayers
earned 2004 All-A merica h onors.
Softball coach Katie
Flynn was named CAA

WOMEN'S

Coach of the Yea r a nd

Virginia Tech (H)
Florida Atlantic Tournament
Coppin State (H)
Nov. 30
William and Mary
Dec. 3
Charleston Southern
Dec. 16
Norfolk State (H)
Dec. 21
Dec. 28-29 Cavalier Classic at Charlottesville
Cornell (H)
Jan. 4
Old Dominion (H)
Jan. 6
Virginia Commonwealth
Jan. 9
George Mason
Jan. 14
Drexel (H)
Jan. 16
Hofstra
Jan. 20
North Carolina Wilmington (H)
Jan. 23
Towson (H)
Jan. 27
Delaware
Jan. 30
Drexel
Feb. 3
George Mason (H)
Feb.6
Hofstra (H)
Feb. JI
William and Mary (H)
Feb. 13
North Carolina Wilmington
Feb. 17
Virginia Commonwealth (H)
Feb. 20
Towson
Feb. 24
Old Dominion
Feb. 27
Delaware (H)
March 3
March 9-12 CM Tournament at Fairfax
Nov. 23
Nov. 26-27

record 30 wins, a 12-6
mark in CAA p lay a nd
second place finish. Katie
Jaworski ('06) earned All-

CAA first team honors.
Shannon Saunders
('07) fi nished 16th in the

10,000-meter run at the
NCAA Tr ack and Field
Cham pion ships. John
Fraser ('04) finished 16th

in the 1,500 meters at the
NCAA regional m eet.
Kelly Ba ker (' 04)

third in the 10,000-meter
run at the CAA Track and

The men's a nd women's tennis team s
were nam e d A ll- Acade mi c Tea m s b y
t he Intercollegiate Te n n is Associat ion .
Ten indiv idual playe rs were nam ed ITA
Sch ola r-Ath letes. Wo m en's golf coach
Paul Gooden ea rned CAA Coach of t he

Field Championships.

Year honors.~

earned the CAA ScholarAthlete Award for women's
track and field a nd took
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La Salle
Maryland-Baltimore County (H)
Appalachian State
Hofstra (H)
Virginia Tech
Georgia Tech
West Virginia
Howard (H)
High Point (H)
North Carolina Wilmington (H )
Old Dominion
William and Mary (H)
Delaware
Towson
George Mason (H)
Virginia Commonwealth
Drexel
Virginia Conunonwealth (H)
Delaware (H)
George Mason
Hofstra
Drexel (H)
William and Mary (H)
North Carolina Wilmington
Longwood (H)
Towson (H)
Old Dominion (H)
CAA Tournament in Richmond
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Even in Hollywood, Barbara Hall
('82) has always been a woman of
substance, going for big ideas and
finding popular success. Her latest
hit, Joan ofArcadia, was nominated
for the Outstanding Drama Series
Emmy in its rookie season.
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cess, Barbara Hall ('82) has reached the pin-

Joan that was the subject ofbackroom, postaward interviews, when Sopranos stars said
they had fully expected Joan and its, well,

explains. "Would a modern teenager have

nacle of power by talking about the big things

higher power to win . (Even the Sopranos

the stamina or fortitude or inclination to

in life -

cross themselves. )

follow that kind of calling?"

In Hollywood, where trivialization and
exploitation are often keys to television suc-

Mom, God and relationships -

to try and imagine what it would be like if
a teenager heard a calling like that," Hall

It's well known by now, after two decades

Joan was a daring notion, given how con-

Her latest smash CBS hit, Joan ofArcadia

in Hollywood, that Hall has sought to elevate

versations about God can be so controver-

-about a teenager who encounters God in

television out of the ordinary LCD muck.

sial or, even worse in the case of television,

and not necessarily in that order.

everyday and usually inconvenient circum-

"With Joan, some have said I might have

boring. But after Sept. 11, the former JMU

stances - was nominated for the Outstand-

changed television a little," she says.

English major says, the country showed an

ing Drama Emmy in its rookie season. The

The Emmy-nominated executive producer

appetite for something philosophical. Given

nomination put Hall on the red carpet at the

has always aimed high. She describes her show

Hall 's stature and reputation in Hollywood,

Emmy Awards show in September, rubbing

as a public conversation about God.

CBS fell right in behind her.

sequins with the likes of Mike Nichols, David
Chase, Al, Meryl, Brad and Jennifer.

"In essence, Joan ofArcadia is an effort

Admittedly, Hall got stuck for awhile

to have a theological discussion with the

as she conceptualized Joan, realizing that

While cable's dark-humored The Sopra-

whole country," Hall says. "I wanted to do

bringing one physical manifestation of God

nos ultimately took the Emmy, it was Hall's

a story to modernize the Joan of Arc story,

into viewers' homes each week would limit
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aren't lecturing me. They're engaging me in

Her last show, Judging Amy, which Hall

a conversation or debate or series of questions or they're pondering something. It's

helped create as executive producer and for
which she remains the consulting producer,

even more so in television, which is such

centers on the single motherhood of a juve-

As always in her writing
career, Hall is exploring,
pondering, reaching engaging the possible and
perhaps the impossible.

an immediate medium. You write it, and a

nile court judge and the always-potent rela-

couple of weeks later you shoot it, and a couple of weeks later it's on the air and every-

tionships among mothers and daughters.
"The single-mother world was some-

body's engaged it, and the next day every-

thing I was living, raising a daughter [Faith)

the possibilities of conversation and most
likely the show's success. "When I suddenly

body's talking about it. So I really do think
it's a conversation."

who was the same age as I gave the daughter in the Amy show," Hall says. "So I did

came up with the idea that God is a different character every time, I knew I had the

With Joan, Hall is not preaching or argu-

a lot of dramatizing their relationship as

ing. The show does not espouse a particular religion or doctrine. As always in her

well as dramatizing my relationship with
my mother, so there's three generations of
women in the same house."

show I wanted to do," she says.
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Joan centers not only on the novelty of

writing career, Hall is exploring, ponder-

God's appearance, but also on how teen Joan
Girardi deals with the implications. Once

ing, reaching - engaging the possible and
perhaps the impossible. Joan's popular and

surprise, given her overall career choices.

again, Hall has given audiences something
to talk about.

critical success comes from the same place
Hall's success has always come from - the

While polishing her craft as a writer and pro-

"I do feel that a television show is a big
conversation with the world," Hall says.

drama of relationships among characters
of substance, most notably (and refresh-

the small ideas of stereotypes. Instead of cops
and robbers and T and A, Hall has managed

"Any writing is. Great writers that I admire

ingly) women.

to attach herself to high-quality projects like
I'll Fly Away and quirkier ones like Northern

The caliber of Hall's recent hits are no

ducer over the last 20 years, she has avoided

Exposure. She was nominated for Em mys for
both and, now, four total.
Hall's TV career has included three pilots
and has taken her from comedy writer and
story editor for Newhart through producing
roles with A Year in the Life, Moonlighting,
Anything But Love and Chicago Hope. Along
the way, Hall has received significant awards
as well. She received a Golden Laurel from the
Producers Guild of America, a Humanitas
Award, an NAACP Image Award and a TV
Critics Association Award. Amy won Favorite New Series at the 2000 TV Guide Awards,
while Joan won a People's Choice Award for
best new television drama.
As successful as Hall has been in television, however, a single medium has never
been big enough to satisfy her. Even before
she sold her first story to Family Ties, she

Every Friday, Joe Mantegna, Mary Steenburgen, Jason Ritter, Amber Tamblyn as Joan, and
Michael Welsh dramatize Hall's "theological
discussion with the whole country."
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had written a novel, Skeeball and the Secret
of the Universe. Since then she has written
three more young adult novels and three
novels for more mature readers. She has also
written an original feature film, Hearts, for
Warner Bros. and did a rewrite of Sylvie for
Beacon Hill Pictures.
"Why not write all these genres?' Hall
asks. "I've always regarded this world as one
big sandbox, and there are a lot of toys in
it, and why not play with all of them? I've
never felt the need to limit myself. IfI'm
even remotely interested in something, I'll
try it.... I just basically conceive of an idea
and have to decide what the medium is for it,
because it isn't automatically what you first
imagined it to be. You might have an idea for
a movie and realize, no, it's a play or a novel.
I just pursue ideas and find out where they're
taking me. Then there's the music."
_$he's speaking of her gig as a composer,
vocalist and founding member of the folk
rock band, the Enablers. And don' t forget the poetry, which consumed her senior
year at JMU, the place she first let loose her
voracious appetite. "I got very involved with
trying to be a published poet," Hall says. "It
was an organized effort to get published in
academic journals. I had a lot of success
with that."
Hall had come to Madison hungry and
found her element. "I came from a really
small town. When I got to college, I was so
excited by the number of opportunities to
write, so I wrote every possible genre," she
says. "I fell in love with writing for The Breeze
and Chrysalis, too . .. . My honors thesis was
a book of poetry.
'Tm constantly bumping up against people who didn't get what I got here. People ask
me, 'how do you know this?' Or ' how do you
know that?' I tell them, 'I went to JMU.'
"I was able to be very engaged with my
professors and publications. I really enjoyed
that," she says. "It gave me a glimpse into the
world - that I was going to be able to participate in the world instead of being batted

"I'm constantly bumping up against people who
didn't get what I got here.
People ask me, 'how do
you know this?' ... I tell
them, 'I went to JMU.,,,
around by it. That's one of the great legacies
of the school for me."
She says the public conversation she's
having today through Joan ofArcadia is an
extension of the life of the mind she enjoyed
at JMU.
"I really have a low threshold of boredom,
and I've always been interested in scholarship," she says. "As soon as I got to college
I just felt like I was here to read big books
and talk and have big messy conversations
about them with others. I really missed that

Hall's voracious appetite to express herself
showed itself at JMU, where she wrote poetry
and wrote for The Breeze and Chrysalis. Today
she's a composer, vocalist and founding member of the folk band, the Enablers.
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when I left college, and I got busy trying to
re-create that around me. I was always reading books about theology and physics, and

Like television.

I wanted to talk to somebody about them,

"I remember the first time that I had

because I missed the atmosphere in which

to assume my power," Hall says. "That was

I could do that."

when I was working on Judging Amy, when
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Some would call these big messy things

I was running the show and I was looki ng

- like theology, physics, metaphysics, mysticism, spirituality - profound, the stuff

and I suddenly realized it was me. I realized

0

that the abdication of power is an abuse of

0
4

around for the person who was in charge,

of philosophy.
"I certainly think that anyone who tries

power," she says. "It was a real lesson for

to write is a philosopher of sorts, otherwise

stepping up and owning power."

I'm not quite sure what we're in it for," Hall
says. "There is an element of philosophy to

The transition wasn't easy, as many
women find, Hall says. "We can't lea ve a

writing just in general."

room until people feel OK, and that's not

There's another biggie that has particular

what power's about," she says.

relevance for her these days in Hollywood.

Coming at it from a philosophical and

"I think about power all the time - just

scientific viewpoint has helped Hall inte-

in the idea of physics and the idea of politics,

grate what she interchangeably calls energy,
from career success, reputation and personal

and they're not very different," Hall says.
"Maybe it began [for me] with the energy

growth, into her life. Today she wields power

you get when there are a bunch of writers
in the room and somebody negative walks

comfortably and confidently.
"I finally figured out that what I need is

in and how that changes .... Then I got lost
in the conversion of energy and power and

and nothing else matters."

how it changes things."

to be loved at home and respected at work
Amen. +
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WO WOMEN VIE for pride of place

of Sara's garb. Costume designers from the

artistic skill to create a vision of a woman of

in the life ofBilly Oliver ('77), Ph.D.

motion picture Dances with Wolves sewed

high status among her people. The project

One is his most tolerant and under-

the animal skins together and embroidered

not only accurately reconstructed the physi-

standing wife, Michelle (Miki), to whom he's

each obscure bead to make its linear pat-

cal appearance but also revealed the sophis-

been married for 32 years. The other is the

tern. More than 43,000 European glass beads

ticated art of her final regalia, beaded hood

mysterious and, until recently, unyielding

adorn Sara's deerskin dress.

and garment. Identification of such a beaded

Sara, an older woman whose alluring secrets

Using skeletal remains, the team calcu-

hood and the full-bodied reconstruction

have wielded a mesmerizing power over Oliver

lated that the woman stood a modest 5 feet

using forensic techniques were both firsts.

and drawn national media to his door.

2 inches tall and had a muscular build of

Nothing of this scope had been done previ-

Sara is a re-creation of a Saura woman

about 120 pounds. A forensic sculptor built

ously. A unique fragment of Saura history

from Upper Sauratown, the village of the

a clay model of Sara's head and face from a

that would have remained forever lost was

Saura Indians first identified from early

plaster cast of the original skull. The body

returned to view through an interdiscipli-

maps circa 1733. The Saura tribe once lived

cast was then drawn from a female model

nary scientific approach. The veil of time was

along the border between North Carolina

who matched the Sauratown woman's physi-

pulled back briefly, and an image was cap-

and Virginia. Oliver and a specialized team

cal attributes, and the model was adorned

tured of a real person who once lived and

created Sara for the North Carolina Museum

with historically accurate garb. Brickside

died in the New World."

of History between 1990 and 1994.

Studios, who created figures for Star Wars,

As an archaeologist and director of devel-

produced the body cast.

Other than the John White watercolors
depicting the coastal American Indians who

opment for the N.C. Office of State Archaeo-

Few people realize the diversity that once

encountered the Roanoke colonists in 1585,

logy's Sauratown Woman Project, Oliver

existed among American Indians, accord-

images illustrating the physical appearance

oversaw the first full-body forensic and cos-

ing to Oliver. "Modern perspectives have

of those who walked this land before the

tume reconstruction of its kind. Through

been dramatically shaped by television and

Europeans simply do not exit. Consequently,

intricate studies of eroding bead patterns,

the movies .... The Sauratown woman pre-

much of the knowledge and traditions of their

shell jewelry and brass ornaments, the team

sented an opportunity to merge scientific

ancestors has been lost to the modern descen-

determined the exact design and decoration

information, archaeological knowledge and

dants of these ancient first Americans.

Sauratown woman
- the "other woman" in
Billy Oliver's life. Since her creation,
Sara has become a featured attraction
of the N.C. Museum ofHistory, and her
life-size statue is a dramatic symbol of
the ancient past and an object ofpride
for N.C. Native Americans.

Sto ry and photos by Lisa Freedman ('05)
Design by Leah Bailey ('00)
Additional photos by Bill Garrett
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Sara, the archaeological achievement,

Oliver's office overlooks cabinets filled

there during 50 years of meticulous archaeo-

M

stands proudly in the N.C. Museum of His-

with ancient stone pipes and platters, pieces

A
D

tory in Raleigh and has attracted local, state

of jugs and utensils, jewelry beads and human

logy by Dr. Coe," says Oliver.
The project focused on the Pee Dee In-

s

and national media including National Geo-

bones. The $5 million facility began as an

dians who lived about 500 to 1,000 years ago

0

graphic magazine.
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idea sketched on a napkin in the 1980s. The

in North Carolina's southern Piedmont. Coe's

"I have been blessed with a number of

18,000-square-foot building now serves as

SO-year study and Oliver's careful examina-

unique opportunities to conduct archaeo-

N.C. state's repository for archaeological

tion of outlying villages led to the discov-

logical research, create innovative projects
and work with exceptional colleagues," says

collections, and the specimens include more

ery that the tribe first concentrated in areas

Oliver. His work with the Sauratown woman

When Oliver began his work for the state

semisubterranean earth lodges for ceremo-

and other archaeological projects "represents

of North Carolina in 1982, he oversaw all of

nial purposes at the first Teal Site in Anson

a legacy from the past for the future and
which will outlast my lifetime," he adds.

the archaeological work performed in the 50

County, then near Town Creek in Montgom-

counties of the Piedmont and Coastal Plain

ery County. The earth lodge at Town Creek

In 1989, Oliver conceived of and co-

areas. At that time, North Carolina had no

was successfully covered over to ultimately

founded the N.C. Center for Archaeologi-

centralized repository for artifacts, and it

form a 20-foot high earthen platform mound.

cal Research Inc., a nonprofit organization

was Oliver's sketch that started the ball roll-

After extensive research, Oliver identified

to support statewide archaeological research

ing. Before Sara occupied his days, Oliver was

three phases of Pee Dee cultural develop-

and public education projects. After the death

active in many field projects throughout the

ment that marked the earliest radiocarbon

of archaeology legend Joffre Coe, Oliver hon-

region. One of his favorite projects began as

dates for the appearance of corn and beans

ored his mentor by renaming his organiza-

his dissertation, Settlements of the Pee Dee Cul-

tion the Coe Foundation for Archaeological Research Inc. "Coe's influence refined

ture. Oliver continued work on this project
that Joffre Coe had begun in 1937. "My work
with Town Creek and the Pee Dee Culture
projects contributed a chronological sequence
to better interpret the cultural changes found

in North Carolina.
Oliver, who was the first Madison College

the knowledge and skills I learned at Madison and placed my feet firmly in the soils of
the ancient past," explains Oliver.

than 5 million artifacts," says Oliver.

near the Pee Dee River, where they built

student to pursue graduate study in archaeology, had planned to study law after gradu ation. A general-requirement course pointed
him in the direction of Martha Caldwell's art

history class. "Many students were asleep in

the Back Creek and Hidden Valley projects

dation, (as executive director), and the N.C.

that class," Caldwell laughs, "but Billy was

- all led by Geier. "As they say, the rest is

Office of State Archaeology, Oliver teaches

interested. He asked incredible questions."

history," Oliver laughs.

students how to read and catalog artifacts to

The close student-teacher relationship

"In a lot of ways, Billy was instrumental

make a complete story. "The primary pur-

that Oliver had formed with Caldwell was

to a lot of these field programs," says Geier.

pose of an archaeologist is to offer mean-

one of many during his days at Madison. His

"He rapidly became one of the primary team

ingful explanations of past events," he says.

curriculum path also directed him to Clar-

leaders. The thing I enjoyed about him most

"My ability to do so has its roots at JMU.

ence Geier's Introduction to Archaeology

was our relationship. He always pressed me

Sharing what I learned under Drs. Coe and

and Native American Studies courses. Oliver

as a teacher and always made me think a

Geier is the favorite part of my job. Impart-

was also part of a work-study program in

little harder.... We gave him the opportu-

ing the knowledge you have discovered with

the department of sociology. "I was sur-

nities, but it was his own strength of char-

others in such a way that it enlightens them

prised to learn that Dr. Geier requested that

acter that made him successful."

and creates a stronger advocacy for archaeo-

my assignment be coordinated with him,"

"The students in Geier's field schools

Oliver says. "My first assignment was to sort

really worked together," recalls Oliver. "At

Audra Slaymaker, a former intern at the

through piles of rock and refuse material

the time, I had no idea that the silent forces of

research center says, "Dr. Oliver helped me

from stone tool manufacturing. That assign-

destiny were directing my course along a path

improve my skills in archaeology, collections

logical programs is amazing."

ment may not sound exciting to many, but

that would lead to UNC-Chapel Hill, where

management and conservation. He made me

Dr. Geier had an ability to inspire people.

I would be mentored by one of the giants of

aware of educational and career options and

He made it fun to learn."

American archaeology, Joffre Coe," he says.

put me in touch with great contacts that led

Through his work with Geier, Oliver got

"I worked for Coe as a graduate student, class

to my current employment at the Museum

involved in JMU's first archaeological field

instructor and research assistant."

of History in Raleigh."

school held at the Kemper and Dilworth sites

Learning from a legend helped to build
Oliver's strong commitment to teach younger

maker back to the center to volunteer each

on the banks of the Shenandoah River. Oliver

Oliver's passion and guidance brings Slay-

served as student laboratory supervisor for

generations the skills necessary to be success-

week. "I feel fortunate to be exposed to Dr.

the field school and Ia ter as crew chief for

ful archaeologists. Through the Coe Foun-

Oliver's knowledge and guidance." •
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TATORS. Campus activists
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college in litigation that ultimately wound

JMU, working on his M.B.A.; a reflective

under cover of a funny name

into the Fourth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals

sociology major, Megan Dunphy, who will

-

OrangeBand, living to-

(where the court supported the school's con-

graduate in 2005; and two recent graduates,

gether, stirring up students

tention that its rules governing demonstra-

Amber Lautigar ('04), an idealist when it

tions were constitutional).

comes to democratic values, with a degree

at JMU about a war (an d
other issues), and now planning to spread

Did you say you want a revolution? Did

in media arts and design; and a soft-spo-

their message and radical notions to other

you say it was the institution ? Well, even

ken, avid reader, Ernest Toney ('04 ), who

colleges around the nation during a .. . bus

if you didn't endorse the Beatles' anthem,

majored in kinesiology.

trip! The OrangeBand Bus Tour. Haven't

wrap yo ur mind around this: The campus

But there have been others from the

activism ofOrangeBand, which (like college

band's early days, graduates who have moved

How about a chorus of Deja Vu?

radio) samples from the repertoire of earlier

on, most notably Megan Sweat ('03 ) and

Think back to 1970, which was the

student movements, is readily embraced by

Atasi Das ('03), both of whom are now in

we - or some of us -

been here before?

last time JMU experienced a large dose of
student activism. America was at war, and

the current JMU administration .
Most recently, OrangeBand consists of

the Peace Corps, and Jason Pittman ('03 )
and Isiah Carl Smith ('04).

after occupying

the following core cadre of JMU students

As is often the case with many fledg-

had to be forcibly evicted.

and graduates: Kai Degner ('03 ), a com-

ling student movements, national policies

A couple of dozen demonstrators were

pelling, articulate integrated science and

sparked the OrangeBand fire that first flick-

arrested and ha uled off in paddy wagons.

technology graduate, who is now in the

ered one Monday in February 2003. That's

The fallout from that event ensnared the

business (that 's right, business) school at

the day Degner was "jolted " by the news

student demonstrators Wilson Hall -

that a "cohort," he says, "a second-semester senior finishing his senior project same

sioned was an orange cloth, a strip of fabric
that could be pinned to a book bag, back-

frontation; an opening up, not a shutting
down; an exchange of ideas or even conflicting viewpoints.
For a couple of weeks, Degner, Lautigar,

as m e," but as a military reservist, had been

pack or worn as an armband, headband

told the evening before that he would be

or wristband. But, what exactly would the

deployed to Kuwait by the end of the week.
Standing in the Community Service-Learn-

orange band symbolize other than a swatch

Sweat, Das, and other friends and associates

of campus activism?

refined the orange band 's meaning, talking it
over. Then it just clicked. Let the band represent a willingness - an invitation - to dis-

ing office, Degner said, "Let's do something."

Growing up with a German father and

not

an American mother in a bilingual house-

protesting, not chanting or choosing sides,
just talking- about the imminent Iraq War,

hold and living in Germany until the age

cuss a subject, any topic, with another per-

of 7 lends Degner the apparent ability to

which hadn't yet pierced the "JMU bubble,"

entertain two opposing or even contradic-

son. Don't confine the orange band to Iraq
and the war. Whatever topic someone feels

H is goal was to get students talking -

as Degner puts it.

tory ideas or opinions. It's a quality that

passionate about or cares to discuss, that's

"We wanted people to recognize the
serio u sness of the debate," Degner says.

English poet John Keats called "negative
capability," which is not to be confused

what it represents. Just jot it on the band
in a word or phrase: Liberate Iraq. WMD.

"It was n't that people were just accepting

with negativity, because one of the most

o n e side, it was that no one was even talk-

striking things about Degner is his opti-

Patriotism. No War. Gay Rights. Abortion.
Tuition. Prayer. That's it. Let's talk. What's

ing a b o ut it." Whatever they would do,

mism. Whatever the orange band sym-

your orange band?

Degn er knew that, "It was very important

bolized, Degner sought something that

to create a visual impact." What he envi-

would engender conversation, not con-

They've started something: OrangeBand's four organizers (top left)
have campus talking. Dunphy and Toney (above) engage JMU via
the campus radio station, WXJM.
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li ze their respective extreme flan ks. In so
doing, the y persuade voters that " their

agement. Das, Sweat,
gner drafted a mission state-

opponents are evil or immoral," adds Roberts. The trend now is for the country's two

the Quad with its "Rock" in front of Alum-

political parties to move away from the cen-

and, even more significantly, the abun -

ter, where they used to gravitate. "National

dance of benches, tables and comfortable

policies are therefore often shaped by less
than a quarter of those eligible to vote," says

Unlike some other schools, the JMU campus

nae Hall. But, there's also The Commons

perches scattered throughout the campus.

. Pittman and Degner posted a Web
site (www.orangeband.org), and Orange-

Roberts, a situation that "does not help to

Band, in association with other student

for any democratic system of government

organizations, orchestrated a series of eight
educational campus forums dealing with

to resolve serious disputes."

the expansive boon of places to gather and
socialize outside complements the numer-

Iraq. The forums were scheduled during

"Debate is not what OrangeBand is
about," Degner says today. It's about talk

vocation Center, the University Center and

one week in April with the aim of demon-

-

as in before talk radio with its polari-

the University Recreation Center. Gather-

strating OrangeBand 's overall mission of
fostering "nonargumentative, constructive

zing static. That mission is steeped in the
ideals of American democracy and the

opportunities for social interaction. Orange

conversations about meaningful contem-

notion of an informed citizenry partici-

bands had every chance to create a visual

porary issues."

pating in its own governance , Lautigar
affirms. OrangeBand, Degner summarizes, is
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It's a radical notion perhaps, the dream
of inciting nonpartisan or conversely "all-

J
A

partisan," as Degner says, civil discourse in

M

these politically uncivil and crassly partisan

E

composes the bubble, it is easy to overlook
it. Obviously, there is the grand expanse of

produce compromises which are essential

about "dialogue, education and action."
Ah! Campus radicalism in the new
century. Teach your parents well ...

also had the good fortune of coming of age
amid ample and available farmland . Thus,

ous facilities - the College Center, the Con-

ings in these facilities also provide for many

impact once they were taken up by as few
as a dozen students.
"We started on a Monday with not many
people knowing about what we were doing,"
recalls Degner, who stood out on The Com-
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'In a real sense, OrangeBand has graduated and
is venturing forth, even as it remains firmly
rooted in JMU, the place that engendered it.'

T

y

times, which pundits and politicians attest

There was, at this point in 2003, one

mons with either Sweat or Das, each with a

are getting worse, in large part because of

unknown. Would the OrangeBand Initiative

fist full of orange bands, while other mem-

the apathy of the electorate.

work? Would JMU students respond?

bers ranged across campus. They would

"One can make a strong argument,"

While the JMU bubble may tend to

stop students, explain themselves and the

according to Bob Roberts, JMU professor

insulate the campus in its own cosmos, it

intent of the bands, while emphasizing that

of political science, "that if any of the indi-

can also concentrate the wave -effect of a

they were not an anti-war group. Then they

viduals who have opted out of the political

homegrown JMU phenomenon such as the

would ask students to take a band and write

process re-enter the process, the existing

OrangeBand. Physically, the campus land-

something on it that would encapsulate their

political parties will be forced to moderate

scape -

well defined and extraordinarily

view about the Iraq War or another issue,

their positions in order to appeal to these

beautiful, a legacy of the presidency of

something they would be willing to discuss

individuals." By Roberts' analysis, the major

Ronald E. Carrier that continues to flour-

if asked. They then mentioned the upcom-

political parties today target only "around

ish under President Linwood H . Rose

26 percent of the possible electorate," and

-

encourages students to congregate and

ing forums about Iraq.
"Monday it was a struggle getting out

they do so through wedge issues that mobi-

intermingle. And because the landscape

bands," says Degner. "By Wednesday, you

could literally walk~ the Quad, bands
in theair,and.,.wouldbecomingup
to you asking for~" Within one week,
more than 2,000 JMU $tudents and faculty
and staff memberdiadsported bands. Students also attended:dw faculty-led forums,
as the bands contfuuccl ~ spread throughout
campus, complementing the azaleas. People,
especially JMU faculty members, thanked
Degner, Lautigar, S\wat and Das for what
they had wrought: tallc, dialogue, conversation around campus (weekly OrangeBand
sessions at Taylor Down Under) and both in
and out of classes, and in e-mail. Orange
bands were in the breeze and OrangeBand
in The Breeze.
As Degner sees it in retrospect, "JMU
was a good environment because it was
starved for any pervasive efforts to engage
people on controversial, important social
issues outside the classroom - if it hadn't
been starved, the response to OrangeBand
wouldn't have been so strong." He also cred-

its its success to the "undergraduate fucus
of the institution [which] makes it easy to
approach professors to speak or sit on a
panel" such as the forums required.
The success led Degner and assodates
during the summer of2003 to wonder-about
duplicating OrangeBand elsewhere, u wdl
as furthering its role at JMU. Returning
to campus that fall, OrangeBand formal
ized the structure for its forums so that
they dealt sequentially with international,
national and then local topics. Thus for the
fall and spring semesters, forums coalesced
around the Israeli and Palestinian prob·
lem (fall), AIDS in Africa (spring); health
care (fall) and voting in the United States
(spring); and campus diversity (fall); and

network of Orange:tSU!lff·

local immigrants and refugees (spring).
Meanwhile, the band contacted students

The OrangeBand players knew they had something when students, professors, administraton
- including /MU President Linwood H. Rose- packed in to participate in the Iraq Forum,
which C-SPAN coverage spread throughout the world.

the OrangeBand idea. During the hour-anda-half event, Baier, Carnahan and Mills spoke

with the politics one bit. But to hear that
for an hour and a half" left him asking,

opponents. Compromise," adds Roberts, "is
[perceived as] immoral."

positively about their experiences, concen-

"What does that do for my political feel-

trating on the personal connections they had
made with individual Iraqis, especially women

ings? Where do you put that?"
Such reactions - expressions of ambigu-

information-education-action also explains

and children. The forum shifted some views

ity or re-examinations of beliefs - indicate

why JMU administrators welcome the orga-

and opinions, particularly among the anti-

precisely why OrangeBand forums are effec-

war participants, including some Orange-

tive in promoting dialogue and undermin-

nization. Whether it was serendipity or good
institutional karma at work, OrangeBand's

The forum's and OrangeBand's call for
civic engagement through the process of

"It just broadened my perspective so

reason, ideologues from right and left have

blossoming at JMU redounds positively on
the university's efforts in recent years to

J
A

much," says Lautigar. "At the beginning,

occasionally criticized them. "We got a big

programmatically link James Madison, the

M
E

I just felt so passionate that [going to war

backlash from the more liberal people," says

university, with James Madison, the man.

in Iraq] was highly the wrong thing to do. I

Degner of the soldier forum, "saying that it

OrangeBand dovetails with that overarch-

don't think I'll necessarily go back on that

was a big support the troops rally."

ing mission as a student organization chan-

Band members, too.
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'Imagine a bus tour across this politically
divided land passing through all those blue
and red states and spreading a whole lot of
initial take on it. But I became aware of

Through its methods and mission

neling the spirit of James Madison, who, as

how much more complex the issue is, how

OrangeBand seeks to increase the number

everyone knows, is the Father of the Consti-

complicated the issue is, and that there are

of"individuals who have a stake in the politi-

tution and co-author of the Federalist Papers

huge consequences no matter what we are

cal process," as professor Roberts sees it.

and the Bill of Rights. The life-size statue of

seeking to do." For Degner, too, it resulted

"The goals of the OrangeBand," he says,

James Madison, standing between Varner and

in a "paradigm shift." "Throughout that

"may be difficult to achieve, but the lack of

Logan halls, for good reasons, briefly wore

hour, they [the soldiers] repeatedly came

civility in society is directly related to the

orange headbands and wristbands.

back to the relationships with the people

fact that many of those who do not hold

One of the first things OrangeBand

there and the friendships that they were

strong political views simply do not par-

members did this semester was help coordi-

creating. There was a soldier [Baier]

ticipate. Consequently, those interests on

nate a campuswide voter-registration aware-

talking about her relationships with the

both sides of the political spectrum tend

ness campaign and forum during the week

women there," Degner says. "I don't agree

to view victory as destroying their political

of Constitution Day.

'
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In a real sense, OrangeBand has graduated and is venturing forth, even as it remains

living and working space. In between holding down part-time jobs or finishing school,

a very different color, as described in Tom
Wolfe's The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test

firmly rooted in JMU, the place that shaped
and engendered it.

in the case of Dunphy, they are applying for

-

federal and private grants to fund the orga-

OrangeBand Initiative's current plans offer

After the C-SPAN broadcast, Orange-

nization into the future, while they continue

a second chance for many people of that ear-

Band received e-mail from around the United

to cultivate other chapters. In October, JMU
provided vital institutional and financial

States and the world that lauded their work
and queried members about starting chap-

support that will help OrangeBand expand

"You're either on the bus or off it." The

lier era who either refused for legitimate reasons to get on the Kesey express or fell off it
(for illegitimate reasons). This time the Kool-

ters at New York University, Princeton Uni-

nationally. According to Degner, JMU has

Aid ain't spiked, and all it takes to join is an

versity, Wake Forest and Washington State,

offered OrangeBand a contract "to provide

orange band. And thankfully, there's a new

as well as at schools in the Philippines and

two new chapters, a student conference in

generation at the wheel. Imagine a bus tour

Denmark. The band would like to see these
things happen, but it has reached an impor-

the spring and develop the JMU chapter
into the 'Alpha Chapter,' whose members

across this politically divided nation passing through all those blue and red states and

tant crossroads. To carry on, it must raise the

"can mentor students at other schools that

spreading a whole lot of orange.

money necessary to create a viable national

want to start chapters."

organization. Toward that end, the group

So what's your orange band?•

Should sufficient mana material ize,

incorporated and recently received Inter-

OrangeBand will embark on a coast-to-

nal Revenue Code Section 50l(c)(3) status,
meaning it can accept tax-deductible contri-

coast bus tour in 2005. "The objective of
the bus tour," says Degner, " is to commu-

butions from individuals and corporations.

nicate the OrangeBand mission and make

And Degner, Dunphy, Lautigar and Toney

the bands available to a larger community.

are giving a minimum one-year commitment

We will be looking for people, mostly col-

to the OrangeBand Initiative Inc. To economize, they have consolidated their personal

lege students, who would be interested in
starting an action campaign [such as the

phy, Lautigar and Toney

and organizational expenses by renting a

forums] in their community."

to plan and coordinate. They

house together - the OrangeBand House in

Sixties counterculture guru and author

Harrisonburg's Old Town will serve as their

Ken Kesey used to say of another bus - of

Town section ofHarrisonbu

porated and received 501(c)(3)
that for a new kind ofactivism?

'
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Tidewater's Top Ten
alumni in action

Centennial legacies follow
in purple and gold footsteps
More than 300 alumni and family members filled the Leeolou Alumni Center on
Aug. 18 as Dukes brought their sons and
daughters to campus to begin the next generation's Madison Experience. The Class
of 2008, which graduates as JMU turns
100 years old, includes 193 legacy students,
whose moms, dads, grandparents, sisters
and brothers blazed a purple path to JMU.
The JMU alumni association board
awarded Legacy Scholarships to 27 freshmen this year. The $26,850 in scholar-

1

ship funds was raised through the Virginia
Department of Motor Vehicles/JMU license
plate program. For every JMU license plate
purchased, $15 of the $25 specialty plate fee
goes toward JMU scholarships. There are
currently two JMU plate options available.
On their first day on campus, Legacy
Scholarship recipients, their families and special guests celebrated at the alumni association's annual Legacy Luncheon with a spread
of the university's famous cuisine. JMU
ranked No. 11 nationally in 2004 for "great
campus food" in The Princeton Review's
annual college guide, The Best 357 Colleges.
Deborah Dillon Barnard ('77) was proud
to show her daughter the Leeolou Alumni
Center. "This area was just an open field
when I was a student. I can't believe how
fantastic the campus is," she said. (Top)
Barnard officially passes on the Purple
Pride to daughter, Meredith ('08), who is
interested in being a cheerleader for the
Dukes. Deborah and Barry Barnard are also
parents to Robert, a May 2004 graduate.
-Michelle Hite ('88)

(Above left) Chip ('83) and Lisa Bell ('84) met at
the 'Burg's '80s hot spot, Scotland Yard. Daughter
Megan ('08) is an interdisciplinary liberal studies
major, who hopes to be a teacher "like Mom."(Left)
Don, Kent ('08) and Bonnie Bebb Gouldin ('76) of
Mechanicsville check out Centennial Dukes information during the Legacy Luncheon.

T

IDEWATER'S TOP TEN is a fresh way
for the Tidewater alumni chapter to show
off Dukes and JMU parents who have
done an outstanding job representing JMU,
according to chapter president Kelly Stefanko
('94). Last fall, more than 100 Tidewaterarea basketball fans supported the Dukes on
the road at both William and Mary and Old
Dominion, and the chapter held its annual
Madison College Luncheon. Parents Council members Gary and Misty Taylor and son,
Jonathan ('OS), graciously hosted Tidewater area freshmen in their home in Suffolk
in August. In May, alumni were treated to
a culinary lesson in the fine art of barbecue
by chefJohn Cappellucci ('90). Also in May,
alumni golfers took to the greens to raise
$1,750 in scholarship funds in the Tidewater
golf tournament. In June, the chapter hosted
its first Tidewater Beach Party for family and
friends. If you're in downtown Norfolk on
the third Thursday of the month, drop by AJ
Gator's for the Dukes' happy hour. Or surf in
to www.jmu.edu/alumni/chapters/tidewater
and check out the latest Tidewater Top Ten.

"The terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, changed
the rules on science publishing," says Diane Sullenberger ('86), executive editor of the Proceedings
of th e National Academy of Sciences. Sullenberger visited campus in July to speak to
students partici-pating in JMU's summer
Research Experience for Undergraduates.
"I could face a fine of $50,000 and 10
years in jail for publishing a paper from
Iran," adds Sullenberger, who oversees
the PNAS editorial and business operations. Ira n, Sudan, Libya and Cuba
are on a federa l "trad ing with the
enemy" list, barring their scientists
from publishing in the United States.
"With war and terror ism, everything's changed," says Sullenberger,
who spoke abo ut balancing iss ues
of censorship with et hical concerns
about researchers' rights to publish
and the public's rights to learn. Sullenberger also fielded questions from
nearly 100 students in the chemistry,
geology, integrated science and technology, and physics REU programs. PNAS
is one of the world 's most-cited multidisciplinary scientific serials, which publishes
cutting-edge research reports, commentaries,
reviews and colloquiu m papers.
Diane Sullenberger ('86), executive editor
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
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Reunion Weekend
April 21-23, 2005
Classes of 1940,
1945, 1950, 1955,
1960 and 1965
If you are interested in
helping to plan spring
reunions, please contact
the alumni office at
(540) 568-6234
Members of the Class of
1955 may also contact
Barbara Shafer Ohmsen
at basohmsen@aol.com

[Dec. 7] New York
Watch your mail for details

[Dec. 16] Tidewater
Jwww.jmu.edu/alumni /chapters/
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<We had such great times
on our canoe outings that
the AXP graduate chapter
organized a canoe campout on the Shenandoah.
It was such a huge hit,
we've been doing it for
22 years straight.'

It's not your ordinary Madison reunion
like meeting over lunch with table linens
(though there is fine cuisine). Nor is it
quite like getting together for a downtown happy hour (though the spirits are
flowing). This Madison group's annual
reunion runs gently down the stream.
For 22 years running, my Alpha Chi Rho
brothers and I have mustered on the first
weekend of June with coolers, camping gear
and canoes to trade Madison tales in an
annual float trip down the Shenandoah River.
The brothers of AXP were a very close-knit
bunch in the 1970s. I'm not sure if the

frat is still active on campus, but we were
an active group with the usual Greekrelated activities, intramural sports, keg
parties and community service projects.
AXP brothers also took a particular liking
to all the great outdoor activities available
in the beautiful Shenandoah Valley. We
enjoyed frequent camping trips to Hearthstone Lake and Elizabeth Furnace, Friday
afternoon swims at Blue Hole and Hone
Quarry, and cruises to Reddish Knob. But
what we really dug was canoeing on the
Shenandoah River. The Madison recreation
department used to provide us with canoes.

We had such great times on our canoe outings that the AXP graduate chapter organized a canoe campout on the Shenandoah in
1982. It was such a huge hit, we've been doing
it fo r 22 years straight. When you consider
the improbability of about 30 guys, who are
now in their late 40s to early 50s, being able
to set aside busy work and family schedules to
regro up like this every year, it really is atestament to the strong bond that we formed at
Madison. Bill Conner ('75) sums it up best,
"These are friendships that you just can't buy."
Most of our group still lives in Virginia,
but we have brothers who regularly come
from Massachusetts, North Carolina, Ohio
and Pennsylvania. We camp right on the
river at a place well-known by local river
rats as Printz's Campground, near Bentonville. On Friday, Danny Dunn ('78) organizes a golf outing in Front Royal, and the
rest of us set up camp and get in some serious fishing. We also dig out three horseshoe
pits for an annual tournament. Our group
parks in a big field right near the river, and
every conceivable modern convenience is
brought along. This year, Randy Hedrick ('79)
brought "the pride of the campground." The
"Hedrick Hilton" tent has three rooms, an
air sofa and kitchen. The second screenedin structure is of course the Beer Pavilion.
Only two brothers, Tony Coder ('75) and
Mike Miller ('79), have made all 22 trips; and
a few others (including me) have only missed
one. This year, Mike "Big Daddy" Damon ('72)
joins us for the first time in a few years. He
gets very little ribbing though, because he was
one of the original organizers of these outings.
An amazing transformation takes place
when we see each other - it's like we're all
20 years old again, and we proceed to talk
about nothing else but our Madison glory
days. Some of the stories have gotten a lit-

tie hazy with time and embellishment, but
exaggeration is the rule. "Tennessee" Mike
Miller ('79) tells the same jokes every year,
but still gets the laughs. It's all in the delivery.
Sooner or later the conversation gets
around to reliving two Spring Jams we held in
the spring of 1975 and 1976. Many Madison
alumni will remember these colossal events.
The '76 jam - held on a piece of farmland
on the outskirts of Harrisonburg - was
a mini Woodstock. Several bands played
on the back of two flatbed trucks outfitted
with huge speakers . Jack Feldmayer ('76)
strung spotlights through the trees and got
them to work. The Dixie Road Ducks performed and went on to have a huge following in the mid-Atlantic region. We had renta-cops patrolling the grounds, Don's John's,
hot dog stands and 110 kegs dropped off by
a Budweiser truck. More than 3,000 students and townies showed up. Other than
a few lost cows we had to track down for the
farmer the next day, we were able to pull it off.
This year, unseasonably cold and rainy
weather forced us to forego the float trip
part of our weekend. We decided to get right
to the storytelling, horseshoes and relaxing instead of hypothermia on the river
- our JMU educations at work. The brothers used to work like dogs building fires to
cook the big Saturday dinner, but with old age
comes laziness and a little more disposable
income; so for the past few years, we've had
the meal catered. This year's feast included
barbecued ribs, spiced shrimp, green beans
and corn on the cob. John Lancaster, a professional chef who attended Madison, tows
in his huge mobile grill and sets up a feast.
With dinner out of the way, our attention
turns to fireworks. No one has lost any fingers, but a few years ago a stray bottle rocket
landed across the river and prompted a late-

night canoe sprint to make sure we didn't
burn down the Shenandoah National Forest. We now curtail this activity except
under wet conditions. Other entertainment includes several accomplished musicians in our group. Bill Conner ('75) on
banjo, Kevin Cadigan ('77) on guitar and
Eric Korn ('03) on guitar have led some
peculiar Led Zeppelin jams. The brothers
call them "Led Grass" music. Picking, grinning and joking go on well into the night.
We often wonder how long we can keep
our fountain of youth weekends going,
and the consensus seems to be as long as
we're healthy - and as long as our wives
will put up with our little indulgence.
Story by Craig C. Cook ('77)
Photos by Woods Pierce

Can it be a coincidence that picnic food kings Oscar
Mayer, founder of Oscar Mayer Meats and Robert J.
Wise, founder of Wise Potato Chips, are both Alpha
Chi Rho alumni? Madison's AXP brothers, however,
have turned camp-side lunch into fine dining.
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• STAY IN TOUCH •
To submit a class note for publication in Mont-

pelier, please refer to the class note submission
form and instructions on Page 51.

1935
Agnes Mason Price has two children, J.W. Price
Ill and Camille Prese, three grandchildren and
one great-grandson. She enjoys visiting the sick
and playing bridge.

1940
Mary June Kister Wood taught high school for
20 years. She has seven living children, 22 grandchildren and four great-grandchildren. She moved
from Maryland to Arlington.

1943
Mary Anna Sherman Lawler lives in Richmond
with her son and daughter-in-law, Ashton and
Linda. She enjoys playing bridge and Scrabble
at the senior center.

1952
Betty Cleveland VanBuren has been retired for
15 years after teaching elementary grades for 31
years. She volunteers at the Verona Food Bank
and enjoys playing bingo and spending time with
her family, including nine grandchildren and
nine great-grandchildren.
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1953
Irene Sawyers Dempsey retired in 2003 after
teaching for 50 years. She directs a church choir
and is act ive in her community.
Grace Matz Dohmeier and Jerry enjoy traveling to see their 10 grandchildren and activities
with church, community organizations, friends
and fam ily. They hope to find more time for
golf and travel.

19 5 5
50th CLASS REUNION
DEAR CLASS OF 1955: Do you remember the
good old days of class night programs? This is the
year that all of us should try to make it to )MU
and celebrate our 50th class reunion on April 2123. We will be inducted into the Bluestone Society
and have a party at the president's home. Update
your addresses and help locate our classmates. I'd
love to hear from you. Barbara Shafer Ohmsen
(2881 E. Meadow Wood Drive, Chesapeake, VA
23321 or basohmsen@aol.com]
CLASS SCHOLARSHIP
• A note of thanks
Dear Joyce Marlene "Molly" Wood and members of the Class of 1955: I am the grateful
recipient of the Class of 1955 Scholarship- the
best gift and honor a college student can receive.
I am a rising junior and business major with
a minor in writing. My hometown is Vienna,
but I consider Harrisonburg my second home.
I work in JMU's Resource Center for Academic
Advising and Career Development, where I help
other students write resumes and find internships. I'm also a resident adviser at Hillside Hall.

I'm intimately involved in helping my peers. It
is important to me to show my appreciation and
say a hearty thank you for helping me fund
my education. I am making my way through
school on my own, and this scholarship has
brought me much needed relief. Thank you ,
Leslie Wilson ('06)

19B9
John Anglin retired from East Central College,
where the theater was named in his honor.
Brenda Joyce Rickell lives in New Mexico and
teaches piano and voice. She also works as a
customer service representative and volunteers
as a docent at the Living Desert State Park Zoo
and Gardens in Carlsbad, N.M. She is active in
the Bahai faith .

1970
CLASS SCHOLARSHIP
• A note of thanks
Dear Michelle Miles and Class of 1970: I just
want to take some time to thank you and the Class
of 1970 representatives for selecting me for the
Class of 1970 Scholarship. It has been put to good
use throughout my years at JMU. I am a rising
senior business management major with a concentration in technology, innovation and entrepreneurship. I'm also vice president of the coed
community service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega
and serve on the Library Advisory Committee.
If not for your generosity, all of this would not be
possible for me. Thank you, Sara Hall ('OS)
Joanne "Jo" Warren Bowler retired from Fairfax
County public schools. She and Phil moved from
Vienna to Woodstock where they "enjoy meeting
people and a more peaceful way of life."

II Nancy Sykes Moskey-Vandersen earned the
Virginia Association of Teachers of English Foster B. Gresham Award, which recognizes teaching
excellence, leadership and service to localandstate
professional affiliates. She teaches at Ocean Lakes
High School in Virginia Beach and has served as
president of the Virginia Beach Association of
Teachers of English.
Elizabeth NackleyThompson earned a master's
in social science. She is the Roanoke district representative for Virginia Sixth District Congressman Bob Goodlatte.

1972
Stephen Francis Nardi ('86M) is a designer for
sports and leisure for a recreational design firm.
He is also a caregiver for his parents, Brett and
Frank Nardi.

197 4
Ann E. Slaughter is a SAN administrator for the
U.S. House ofRepresentatives and a licensed real
estate agent.

197 5
Bob Ryder, JMU archery coach, was
named college Coach of the Year by
the National Archery Association. The
award was announced following this
year's national Intercollegiate Archery
Championships, where )MU finished second to
Texas A&M. Five of Ryder's archers earned AllAmerica recognitions, bringing JMU's all-time
number of archery All-America honors to 101.
Ryder was also named to the All-America Team in
1973. Selection is based on performance at both
the indoor and outdoor national tournaments.

I
I
I
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a Orpha Durgin teaches at Yorktown High
School in Arlington. She earned a certificate in
educational technology in 2003 and is in her 27th
year of teaching.

1977
Robert F. Moffett is head of guidance and counseling and the assistant coach for varsity baseball and softball at White County High School
in Cleveland, Ga. He was a teacher and school
counselor in Fauquier County for 26 years before
moving to Georgia.

1978
Phyllis "Hummer Davis" O'Brien is president of
the Virginia State Chapterofthe National Kitchen
and Bath Association. She has been an active
member of the association since 1996.

1979
Denise Norred-Williams is co-author ofBayside
History Trail -A View from the Water. The history travel guide offers a view of Virginia Beach's
heritage from the vantage point of the water.
Advocates of the Lynnhaven River, NorredWilliams and co-writers delve into its history,
ecology and development. The book also highlights numerous historical sites along the trail
including Lynnhaven House, Adam Throughgood House, Ferry Plantation House and Pembroke Manor.
Russell A. Ramsey retired after 20 years of
teaching special-needs children and adults. He
is director and chairman ofA Place Called Hope,
an HIV/AIDS ministry.

19 80
Theodore A. Jones Sr. won the 24th Burke Award
from the Alexandria chapterofthe American Red
Cross. The Burke Award honors the chapter's
founder and recognizes a volunteer who has contributed outstanding philanthropic and humanitarian service to the Alexandria community. Jones,
of Manassas, founded The Untouchables, a club
for young men who resolve to be untouchable by
negative peer pressure, drugs, crime and violence.
Untouchables participate in educational and charitable activities, including trips to the National
Academies Career Day, the annual donation of
dinner baskets to needy families and the Annapolis Institute Camps Letts Boating Program. Jones
a lso participates in the Young Successful Stars,
a group serving male students ofT.C. Williams
H igh School who meet to discuss current events
and take educational field trips.
Lt. Col. Thomas Allen Leonard has been married for 22 years and has three children. He is the
counterdrug coordinator on active duty with the
Virginia Army National Guard.

19 81
Robert Stetekluh formed the band Debris in
Spotswood Hall in 1979. Last May, the band played
a 25-year reurnon concert in Vienna. Band m em bers include Andrew Gardner, Jack Graf, Mike
High, Kevin O'Hare, Tom Robinson ('79), Tom
Taschler ('80) and James White.

1982
Pam Nelson and husband, Mike Childers, have
launched Nelson-Childers Inc., a strategic business consulting firm. Prior to consulting, Nelson
was responsible for all consumer relations and
customer service operations for Circuit City.
Steven Palkovitz earned a master's of education
in counseling and development from George
Mason University's Graduate School of Education. Steve and his wife, Joanna Campbell ('86) ,
and their two daughters live in Lake Ridge. Joanna
is a Jazzercise franchise owner.

1983
David Wirt is account executive for the Automotive Aftermarket Division of 3M Co.
Kathryn Moller will produce her original work, Skins, at La MaMa Experimental Theatre Club in New York
City beginning March 3, 2005. Moller
has served as professor of theater and
women's studies at Colorado's Fort Lewis College
since 1994. Skins will be presented in collaboration with the sculpture series Embodiments as part
of the main stage season at La MaMa. "Skins is a
conceptual piece which explores the sensual and
intellectual dimensions of poetry and visual art
- stretching the boundaries of perception - by
combining them with the realms of stage, music,
voice and body," says Moller.

1984
Elizabeth "Betsy" Blose is the 2004 Big South
Conference women's basketball Coach ofthe Year.
She took over UNC-Asheville women's basketball
program before the 2002-03 season. Blose was also
recognized in 2004 for the "biggest turnaround"
in NCAA women's basketball Division I.
Randall W. Johnson served for four years as
athletics director at West Point High School
and is assistant principal at Dinwiddie County
High School.
Robert Swarts and Ellen ('85) moved to Northern Virginia. He is director of operations for
Applebee's, and she is a financial manager. Their
daughter attends JMU, and their son attends Virginia Commonwealth University.
Thomas Utz is a captain and project manager
with the Wackenhut Corp.

1985
Debbie Taylor Roulier is a supply systems analyst for the U.S. Army Medical Materiel Agency.
She is a medical logistics liaison officer at the
U.S. Army Materiel Command in Fort Belvoir.
She and Drew live in Dumfries with daughter,
Jenny and son, Jordan.
Ellen Schorsch's article, "Musical Lessons for
Audiences in Exciting Lecture-Recitals," appeared
m the February 2004 issue of Clavier, a magazine for pianists and piano teachers. She plays
the piano and harpsichord with the Waynesboro
Community Orchestra.

KILIMANJARO FOR HOPE
Holly Stadtler ('83) won the
2004 gold award for independent film at the Houston Worldfest International
Film Festival. After working
for the Discovery Channel
and NBC, where she worked every job
from mailroom personnel to p roduction secretary to production manager,
Stadtler decided to take matters into her
own hands and build her own production company. In 1996, she formed Dream
Catcher Films Inc.
Her inspiration for the company came
from involvement in producing Discovery
Channel 's The Making of the Leopard Son.
"Being in the field and working with one
of the most respected wildlife cinematographers in the world [Hugo van Lawick]
was a fabulous experience," she says. "After
that I wanted more experience in the field
and more time to shape the stories and live
with the material on a daily basis."
The best part of being an independent
filmmaker, according to Stadtler, is the
ability to "live with a topic or project for
months and see it through from start to
finish." That was the impetus for her independent film, Kilimanjaro for H ope. The
film follows the journey of 28 strangers
who come together to climb Mount Kilimanjaro as a fund-raising project. Each
hiker was required to obtain $5,000 to help
fund a pediatric ward for a children's hospital in Southwest Florida
and a center for street kids
in Tanzania.
Stadtler was the first
climber to sign up. " I
took along a camera to
document the trek,"
she says. "Normally I hire a
professional crew for all of my films. Th is
proved to be a very personal journey, shot
like reality TV [to reveal] the raw emotions
and pain and suffering offellow climbers
from my point of view."
The eight-day climb wa s followed
by a visit to the center that the climbers
helped fund in Moshi, Tanzania. "This
center takes orphans and run-aways off
the street a nd gives them a safe haven ,
education and socialization skills" says
Stadtler. "We took $15,000 of medica l
supplies, toys and clothing to the kid s
and got a chance to meet them, play soccer with them and watch them perform
traditiona l songs a nd dances.
.
"Kilimanjaro for Hope is a story oftnumph and determination," says Stadtler,
"and m y hope is that, once shared, people
would be motivated to do what they can
to help others in need."
_ Cheryl Lock ('05)

LIFE REBOUNDS
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What began as a
game that didn't
really interest
Andrea Drenette
Woodson ('94)
became a passion
that turned her life
around. "I began
playing basketball
around third grade
at the YMCA,"
says Woodson.
The third-grade hoopster didn't realize
how basketball would affect her life, though.
In fact, she didn't even like the game. Woodson picked up a basketball again in middle
school, and in ninth grade moved to the
varsity team. Soon after, recruiters were
knocking on her door for college teams.
In seeking out academic advisers and
coaching systems to fit her personality,
Woodson says, "JMU had everything I was
looking for. The academic adviser worked
closely with the school and team and the
coaching staff. It felt kind of like home."
Woodson's collegiate career would not
reach its fourth quarter. The summer after
her freshman year, she was diagnosed with
arthritis. "The summer of my sophomore
year I went to basketball camp and started
having a lot of pain that I didn't understand,"
explains Woodson. "I went to the doctor
and was diagnosed with arthritis. [The doctor] told me that if! were his daughter, he
wouldn't let me play basketball."
Woodson played seven games of her
sophomore year before fracturing her hip
and sitting out the rest of the season. After
returning her junior year to play, the pain
became unbearable, and Woodson realized
that playing basketball would not be possible. She delved into her academics, and,
while studying for her Ph.D. at Texas Woman's University, she discovered wheelchair
basketball. Soon, Woodson was back in the
game she loved, with a second chance for
something she'd thought about while playing in college - Olympic-level play.
"The Olympics were on my mind during my college career," she says. But arthritis squashed any Olympic hopes. During
her second season with the Lady Texans,
Woodson tried out for the U.S. Paralympics team during its annual open tryouts.
Depending on the 12-member team's open
slots, new players and as many as six alternates are chosen.
Playing basketball in the 2004 Paralympics is a dream come true for Woodson. "It's kind of the best thing that's ever
happened, as far as basketball," she says.
Woodson will teach physical education at
Chicago State University this fall.
- Cheryl Lock ('05)

1991

1986
Bill Evans earned the Ethel Martus Lonthe
Achievement Award from the UniversityofNorth
Carolina at Greensboro for his work in public
health. He is the marketing manager for Novart
Health in Winston-Salem.
Karin McKie is an understudy at Steppenwolf
Theatre Company for its world premiere of The
Fall to Earth . She also workshops her one-woman
show, Touch Me Where My Bathing Suit Covers, via Downstage Left and works with dozens
of theaters through her company, Tree Falls Production. McKie tours the United States with Wavelength and reunited in 2004 with her improv
group, Gross National Product, for a show in
New York City.

1987
Denver Butson of Brooklyn, N.Y.,
published his third original collection
of poems, illegible address, through
Luquer Street Press. Butson is also winner of the 2003 New York Foundation
for the Arts Individual Artist Fellowship. His new book has been praised
by writers and poets including Tomaz Salamun,
Billy Collins and Edmund White.
Dan Tribastone and Michele live in Charlottesville with their son, Brendan, 4, and daughter, Julia, 2.

1988
Susan Truslow Alevy is executive director of the
National Independent LivingAssociation. She and
David live in Jacksonville, Fla., with their children, Tucker, Ryan, Sarah and Camson.
Alfred Dowe is a player development mentor for
the National Basketball Association and a member of the Roanoke City council.

1989
Jeffrey Nay owns and operates a Sandler Sales
Institute office in Arlington. He helps business
professionals develop sales tactics.
MelanieSchales Roberti is a stay-at-home mom
to Maria, 10, Sam, 7, and Lily, 4. She and Steven bought an old lakefront house in Keystone
Heights, Fla. Steven is a water resource engineer
with CH2M Hill.

1990
Marrilee Neyland Guarini and Matt returned
to the United States after living in London for
four years. They live in Napperville, Ill., with
their son, Noah.
Terri L. Hickman is community relations manager for the NFL's Atlanta Falcons.
Michelle McGrath teaches art at Brookland Middle School and lives in Richmond with her son,
Matthew, 8.
Brad Robertson is an investigator with the Danville Police Department, where he has worked
for 10 years.

Marie Augustine Roehling is a part-time school
psychologist for Henrico County Schools. She and
Jim have two sons, Henry, 4, and Ned, I.
Nicole Lytton is a controller at Lantz Construction Co. in Winchester.

1992
• Barbara Clifton Colvin was named Teacher of
the Year at University Christian School in Jacksonville, Fla. Colvin teaches seventh- and eighthgrade English and has taught at the school for
nine years.
Kelly Barefoot Harris and John ('91) live in Charlotte, N.C., with their sons, Maxwell, Griffin and
Wyatt, and daughter, Aubrey Faith, 3/23/04.
Susan Ray Nipps Kinahan and Carl live in Hillsborough, N.J.
Thomas Earl "Tee" Morris' debut fantasy novel, MOREVI: The Chronicles
ofRafeandAskana, is a finalist fort he
international EPPIE award for Best
Fantasy eBook. Morris and 14 other
writers, who co-wrote The Complete
Guide to Writing Fantasy, are finalists in ForeWard Magazine's sixth Book of the Year award.
Dragon Moon Press published both books. "I've
got two titles under my belt and both have been
nominated for best in their class," says Morris.
"It's overwhelming news." Editors of The Complete Guide to Writing Fantasy Tom Dullemond
and Darin Park asked Morris to bring his "professional acting expertise" to the book's chapter on making characters real. "I am extremely
proud to be affiliated with such a talented group
of writers," says Morris.
Marni Penning starred as Adriana
in Folger Theater's spring 2004 production of The Comedy of Errors. In
June she portrayed the lead in the
American Century Theater's production of Machinal. A Broadway hit in 1928, Sophie
Treadwell's Machinal explores the factors in
American life that turn a young woman into a
cold-blooded murderess.

,A

Kerri Shea-Beers and Chris live in Colorado. She
is a senior marketing writer for MWH, an environmental engineering firm in Broomfield.
Rachel Steckler Tribble and Scott live in Ellicott
City, Md., with their sons, Charlie and Zack. Rachel
is a kindergarten teacher in Silver Spring, and Scott
is a school photographer in Baltimore.

1993
CrystalBrobst-Wormell earned a doctorate in veterinary medicine from Virginia-Maryland Region
College of Veterinary Medicine. She and Ronald were married on Nov. II, 2000. The couple
lives in Mt. Airy, Md., with their twins: a son,
Jared Alexander, and a daughter, Megan Elise,
born Oct. 31, 2002.
Marcus Carter earned a master's of education in
counseling from the University of Virginia .
Elizabeth Payne Moore earned a master's degree
from N.C. State. She teaches first grade in Ches-

terfield Co unty. She and Scott live in Midlothian
with their daughter, Reagan Elizabeth.

1994

Jenn Hart Graber and Scott ('95) live in Richmond wi th daughter, Isabell a Hart.

1997

Jeremy Starkey was elected first vice president of
the Monarch Bank's board of directors. Starkey
manages commercial lending in the Norfolk
area. He is act ive in the Rotary Club of Norfol k,
the Hampton Roads ChamberofCommerce and
the Hampton Roads chapter of the Duke Club.

Nelson Garner, kicker for the Arena Football
League's Arizona Rattlers, kicked six extra points
and a 31-yard field goal in ArenaBowl XVIII.
The Rattlers beat the Colorado Crush 45-41 in
the semifinals in June. This was Garner's fourth
season in the Arena Football League.

Andrew Wiley and Trina own Consumers Auto
Wareho use in Staunton. Two of their employees
are also JMU grads: Trina's brother, Lou Ziegler
Jr. ('00), and Keith McDonald ('93). Trina's dad
and sister are also alums. The Wileys lives in
Rocki ngham County with their children, Noah
and Grant.

Deborah Rowlands completed her internal medi cine residency in Bethlehem, Pa. She is completing a fellowship in pulmonary and critical care
m edicin e at VCU.

1995
Tara Broce Borchers is human resource manager
at Tom Leonard 's Farmer's Market. Todd ('94) is
a nurse practitioner in the trauma surgery ICU at
MCV-VCU Hospital. The couple lives in Richmond
with their daughters, Grace and Chloe.
John Clayton IV operates Ghent Chiropractic in
Norfolk. He and his wife,JenniferFlannery('96),
live in Norfolk with their daughter, Erin.
Jason Crawford earned a medical degree and a
master 's of public health from the University of
Arizona with top honors.
Matt Hodges married his "long-time sweetheart,"
Mered ith Shotwell, and lives in Connecticut.
After his diagnosis with a rare and painful disorde r, the couple are working to assist others who
suffer from the same disability.
Timothy Kane is director ofvirtualization engineering for the American Red Cross. He lives in
Centreville with Renee and so n, Xavier, 4.
Laura Quinn Leverton earned a doctorate in
microbiology from the University of Maryland,
Baltimore in May.
Rachel Phillips Muenzer was selected
for the C. Milton Wright High School
Hall of Fame. She played field hockey
and lacrosse for the high school in
Bel Air, Md., and served as captain of
the field hockey team. She ea rned numerous team
accolades including First Team All-County honors for four years in fie ld hockey. Muenzer earned
her master's degree in communication sciences
and disorders at JMU in 1997.
James A. SantmyersJr. earned a master's in transpersona l stud ies from Atlantic University.
Erik Sellin is director of the world's first Christian comedy/ dance club. He and Kimberly live
in College Park, Md., with their daughter, Hope,
and son, Dan iel.

199G
Sea n Harrington is an account executive for
Entercom Commu nication's FM radio station,
KOSI 101.1, in Denver.
Capt. Shawn C. Harper earned a Bronze Star for
his service in Iraq.

A VOICE FOR THE VOICELESS

Derek M. Steinbacher graduated with honors
from Harvard Medical School and is completing a residency in surger y at Massachusetts General Hospital.
Capt. Steven James Kurczak was deployed to
Operation Iraqi Freedom II to serve as a battery
commander in 1-6 FA 1st Infantry Division near
the city ofBaqubah.
James Walker is a performer, conductor and interpreter in Cochabamba, Bolivia, as part of Partners
of the Americas' musical exchange program.

1998
Alex Cheney is a singer and dancer at the Lou ise
Mandrell Theater in Pigeon Forge, Tenn.
1st Lt. Owen Harleman is assigned to the 13th
Marine Expeditionary Unit. On a recent deployment, his unit intercepted an Arabian sea vessel
and seized a large amount of hashish.
Mike Ingram is one of four editors of the new
literary journal, Barre/house.
Jeremy Caleb Johnson is a real estate agent with
Long and Foster's Great Neck office in Virginia
Beach. He and Janice also work for Visual Definition LLC, a marketing and technology consulting firm.

1999
Cheri Amoss is a senior associate at Clifton Gunderson, an accounting firm that provides audits,
tax accounting and advisory services to individual, commercial, nonprofit, government and
health care clients.
Dana Berle earned a master's in public health
from Emory University.
Garrett Ianacone earned a master's in science
from Colorado State University and competed
at the elite level in a triathlon.
PeterC. Meisel earned his juris doctorate from the
George Washington University Law School.
Jill Mossman earned her master's in computer
forensics from George Washington University
and is a computer secur it y consultant for
BearingPoint.

2000
Lindsay Fleshman played last season with the
Arena Football League's Chicago Rush. He finished the season with 44 receptions for 514 yards
and eight touchdowns. He also had42 tackles and
three interceptions.

Aaron Pritchett ('96) won honors in three
media categories at the 15th Annual Excel
Awards . A broadcast journalist for CBS
affiliate WTKR NewsChannel 3 in Hampton Roads, Pritchett earned special
recognition in general television news,
news series and sports broadcasting.
"It is a great honor any time you can
be recognized for your work," says Pritchett, whose interest in broadcast journalism
was sparked by an internship at a smallscale television ministry in Staunton, Va.
"During my nine-year career in television
news and behind the camera, I have loved
being able to be a voice for the voiceless,
a creative story teller. I've enjoyed being
able to make a difference in the lives of
the viewers that we serve. I'm a very visual
person and love talking to people, telling
their stories and taking viewers on a journey each and every day to tell the stories
that affect them most."
The Excel Awards are sponsored by the
Hampton Roads Black Media Professionals, which provides the African-American
community with professional insight into
media coverage and operations, supports
the careers of media professionals and creates annual scholarships for eligible minority students. The Black Media Professionals organization was founded in 1982 as
Tidewater Media Communicators and its
mission is excl usive to charitable, educational and mentorship purposes.
Pritchett's winning entries in the 2004
Excel Awards compet ition included the
story of a North Carolina woman who has
faced a lifetime of segregation and racism,
the plight offelons fighting to regain voting rights and the future of a talented high
school basketball player. He has also covered headliners like hurricanes Dennis,
Floyd and Isabel.
Pritchett has served WTKR and it s
viewers for six years. While manning the
cameras, he has won the CrimeLine Award
and numerous other media awards on the
local, regional, national and international
levels. Off air, Pritchett enjoys spend ing time with Emily and sons, Matthew
and Robbie.
- Katelyn Wyszynski ('07)
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1st Lt. Marcus Krauss is assigned to the 13th
Marine Expeditionary Unit. On a recent deployment, his unit intercepted an Arabian sea vessel
and seized a large amount of hashish.
Matthew Strugar earned a juris doctorate from
the University ofSouthern California Law School.
He earned the Miller-Johnson Equal Justice Prize
and a full fellowship at the Center for Constitutional Rights in New York City.
Elizabeth Veltri earned a master's in film and
video from American University.

2001
Julie E. DeMeester was awarded a full scholarship and teaching assistantship and earned her
doctorate at Duke University's Nicholas School
for the Environment.
Katherine Feliciani and husband, Jason Morehouse ('98) are music teachers in Richmond .
Kathryn Plemmons Inman earned her juris doctorate from Columbus School of Law at Catholic
University. Charles ('98) is a senior technical consultant for Vastera Inc., a software company.
Zain A. Iqbal joined the Peace Corps and is posted
to Uzbekistan.
Serim Grace Oh earned a master's in public policy
broadcast journalism from American University.
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2003
Kelley Christina Wolfe and Matthew David
Boyer ('02) were married on May 1, and Ryan
Timm ('02) and Nick Perrine were members of
the wedding party.
Cassandra Sayler Vorgang and Mike ('Ol) live
on Emerald Isle, N.C. She is a cardiac nurse at
Carteret General Hospital, and Mike is a first
lieutenant and weapons platoon commander in
the Marine Corps.
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WHO LOVES YA, BABY?
Meet the JMU alumni who write, photograph
and design for Montpelier-your classmates
working for your magazine.
Janet L. Smith ('81) writes
news features for Montpelierand is a writer and editor
for the JMU media relations
office. Smith joined the JMU
staff in 1986 and currently
writes and publishes news releases, writes news and features for the JMUniverse and edits media supplements and the
university calendar of events. Before coming to JMU, Smith was a reporter for The
News-Gazette in Lexington. Smith is a longtime NASCAR Nextel Cup fan, who followed
Richard Petty's career until his retirement in
1992. She currently cheers for Terry Labonte
and strongly recommends traveling to North
Carolina to take a few hot laps (160 mph) in
the Richard Petty Driving Experience. Janet
and her husband, Steve, have a son, A.J.

I

2004

Marketing information systems May
graduate Katie Wooley was selected
_:
from nearly 1,000 national applicants to participate in NPR's summer internship program in Washington, D.C.
NPR interns pitch, select, report, record and edit
stories for the one-hour radio news magazine,
Intern Edition. They also market the show, select
music and design the show's Web site. Intern Edition premiered July 28. Wooley brought market
research and data mining skills to the show and
is helped develop the many statistics found in the
news about NPR's programs and audience. Learn
more about the show at www.npr.org/about/nextgen/ sum04/index.html.

=

WEDDINGS
199 0s
Allen Jenkins ('91) to Kelly Baisley, 12/6/ 03.
Susan Ray Nipps ('92) and Carl Kinahan,
11/1/ 04.
Charles Brandon Young ('92) to Alice Suchman, 5/15/ 04.
Jennifer Rose Gregoria ('93) to Renato "Ren"
Efren Alberto, 6/28/03.
Cynthia Knott ('93) to Stephen Eck, 6/4/ 03.
Thomas J. Speiss III ('93) to Sujata Murthy,
5/14/ 04.
Michael Sphar ('94) to Jennifer Sheridan, 5/1/04.
Jennifer Hart ('96) to Scott Graber ('95).
Andrew Klapmust ('96) to Becky Humphrey,
5/8/ 04.
Kelley O'Dell ('96) to Matthew Payne, 5/10/ 03.
Catherine Batzli ('98) to Matt Stewart ('97),
6/ 5/ 04.
Kiri Gallahue ('98, '99M) to Brian Spillane,
3/13/ 04.
Molly Gilligan ('99) to Tim Lynch ('99) , 5/22/04.
Kimberly Sheades ('99) to Christo pher Hansen, 4/ 17/04.
Courtney Carroll ('99) to John Rogers ('93),
10/18/ 03.
Christine Dahlquist ('99) to J.R. Schwarz,
4/24/ 04.
Victoria Pachen ('99) to Brian Poling, 8/16/03.
Kimberly Sheades ('99) to Christopher Han sen, 4/ 17/ 04.

2 DD Ds
Melissa Crane ('OO) to Bob Hyde, 6/26/04.
Erin Margaret DeLury ('OO) to Andrew Lawrence,
5/22/04.
Kelly Joy Duke ('OO) to Bartek P. Drewnowski,
9/6/03.
Christine M. Graham ('OO) to Michael Baker,
7/12/03.
Amy Lucinda Lee ('00) to James "Jim" Gay,
3/ 8/ 03.
Bethany Ann Masone ('OO) to Michael Lawrence
Harar, 6/23/ 01.
Kelly Dale Jenkins ('OO) to Dee Whitaker,
8/23/ 03.

Coleen Kreiger ('OO) to Jason Parmer,
10/24/ 03.
Natalie Nicole Leonard ('OO) to Joshua Miller,
6/ 5/ 04.
Kara Elizabeth Leppert ('OO) to Henry Edward
Bedford IV, 4/24/04.
Catheney Wang ('OO) to Philip Chang, 6/7/03.
Stephanie Ayres ('Ol) to Eric Bowlin ('02),
11/ 8/03.
Kathryn Feliciani ('Ol) to Jason Morehouse
('98), 6/28/03.
Amanda Lytton ('OI) to Aaron Smith ('02 ),
5/7/03.
Kathryn Plemmons ('OI) to Charles Inman III
('98), 5/15/ 04.
Carla Schmidt ('Ol) to Robert Francis Davenport
('02), 12/23/03.
Laura Fletcher ('03) to Timothy Lord, 5/ 1/ 04.
Melissa Heath ('03) to Nathan Wade, 5/15/04.
Cassandra Sayler ('03) to R. Michael Vorgang
('Ol) , 1/3/ 04.
Katie Summers ('03) to Matthew Pifer, 4/1 7/04.
Elizabeth Wachendorf('03) to Bradley Fawsett,
7/31/04.
Kelley Christina Wolfe ('03) to Matthew David
Boyer ('02) , 5/1/04.

FUTURE DUKES
19 7 Ds
Henry Holdren ('78) and Mega n, a son, Bryant
Paul, 3/30/ 04.
John M. Hubley ('78) and Susa n, a son, Jack
Michael, 4/ 29/03.

198 Ds
Randall W. Johnson ('84) and Dana, a daughter,
Eden Virginia, 8/4/03.
Kevin B. Atkinson ('85) and Christy, a daughter, Kelley Louisa, 12/16/03.
James Leftwich Jr. ('85) and Renee, twin daughters, Fa ith Elizabeth and Hope Marie, 5/2/03.
Deborah Roulier ('85) and Drew, a son, Jordan
Andrew, 11/ 05/03.
Sandy Jennings Huddleston ('86) and David, a
daughter, Christina Ann, 4/19/_04.
Christine Stiefel Edwards ('87) and Donald
Edwards, a son, Austin Francis, 1/1 5/ 04.
Carolyn Gardner Beeckler ('87) and Patrick Beeckler ('86), a daughter, Riley Elizabeth, 8/21/03.
Jill Fredericks Wood ('87) and Marshall, a daughter, Madison Hayley Bono, 10/28/ 03.
Susan Truslow Alevy ('88) and David, a son,
Camson Truslow, 10/18/03.
Jacqueline Denison Pinilla ('88) and Drew, a
daughter, Julia Grace, 1/21/04.
Pam David Stucky ('88) and Dave, a daughter,
Allison Jane, 8/28/ 03.
Deborah Husnik Young ('88) and Cl ifford, a
daughter, Casey Louise, 4/7 /03.
William Michael Boyer ('89) and Holly, a daughter, Lily Anna, 3/5/03.
Brian Donahue ('89) and Amy, a son, William
Elidio, 12/ 31/ 03.

J
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Michael Norwood ('89} and Laura, a son, Jack

Laurie Stell Rogers ('92) and Walt, a daughter,

Jennifer Gregorio Alberto ('93) and Ren, a son,

Liam, 7/3/03.

Abigail Anna, 2/19/04.

Renato "R.J." Gregorio, 6/3/04.

Erica Carlson Schmalhofer ('92} and Markus, a

Stephanie Smythers Carr {'93) and Kenneth
"Scott ", a daughter, Kaycee Marie, 6/ 17/ 03.
John Hash ('93} and Angela, a daughter, Sarah
Ann, 6/23/03.
Caryn Powell Helmandollar ('93} and Bradley,
a son, Co le Bradley, 4/22/ 03.

1 9 9 Ds
Holly Ann Wagner Currier ('90} and Gregory,

a daughter, Ca roline Juliet, 8/7/03.
Elizabeth Conner Fallon {'90} and John {'89),

a son, Owen Conner, 10/3/ 03.
Bonnie Heer Franklin ('90) and Rhett, a daugh-

son, Lukas Ca rlson, 11/18/ 02.
Leslie Martin Stephen {'92}, a daughter, Grace

Virginia, 11/14/03 .
Rachel Steckler Tribble ('92) and Scott , a son,

Izaac "Zack" Hudson, 5/12/04.

ter, Daphne Leigh, 3/2/04.
Merrilee Neyland Guarini ('90) and Matt, a son,

Noah, 1/24/03.
Erika Bogar King ('90} and Rogers, a son, Benjamin Rogers King Ill, 11 /21/03.
Susan Robinson Patras {'90} and Tom, a son,
Jordan William, 2/4/04.
Gail Weaver Schalow ('90} and Dale, a son, Luke
Addison, 4/23/04.
Susan Hornak Schools ('90} and Chris, a daughter, Kelly Nicole, 2/3/04.
Deborah Skewes Schwartz {'90, '91M '94 Ed.S)

and James, a son, Anthony Louis, 8/10/03.
Lorraine Brincka Sekera ('90) and Gene, a daughter, Danielle Elizabeth, 1/27/04.
Jeff Smith ('90} and Beth, a son, Philip Jackson, 12/22/03.
Marie Augustine Boehling ('91} and Jim, a son,
Edward "Ned" Augustine, 11/26/03.
Jennifer Martin Clark ('91} and Bryan, a son,
Michael Martin, 10/9/03.
Michele Sprecher Doty ('91} and Lance {'90}, a
son, Blake Ca rlton, 10/ 8/ 03.
Stacy Trader Howard ('91} and John ('84}, a son,
Henry Thomas, 3/10/04.
Ruth Haxton Huffman {'91} and Eric, a son,
Joshua Robert, 4/4/04.
Andrea Rushton Laughmiller ('91} and Lance,
a son, Sam uel Rushton, 3/20/03.
Sarah Lay Sapeta ('91} and Mike, a son, George
Robert, 3/23/04.
Kara Lake! Seelye ('91} and Matthew {'90), a
son, Benjamin William, 11 /26/03.
Brigen L. Winters ('91} and Jennifer, a son,
Andrew " Drew" James, 9/17/03.
Aimee Sangster Clanton {'92} and John ('94}, a
daughter, Ca mpbell Farrar, 5/4/03.
Lawrence Miles Cotter {'92) and Eli zabeth, a
daughter, Katherine Jean, 5/28/04.
Jennifer Bowers Cundey {'92) and Christian, a
daughter, Lauren Marie, 1/13/04.
Laura L. Doolan ('92} and Monte Tate, a son,
Mackenzie "Max" James, 7/13/03.
Matthew Duley ('92} and Michele, a daughter,
Morgan Shea, 1/19/04.
Michele Totten Egan ('92) and Michael, a daughter, Molly Elaine, 12/8/ 03.
Lisa Omohundro Greeves ('92} and Geoffrey, a
son, Alexander Lee, 1/29/03.
Tracey Victoria Guise Hill ('92, '93M) and John,
a son, Tobey Jo seph, 12/14/03.
Jill Koenig Kaufman {'92) and Jeff ('94}, a son,
Zachary Jayden, 5/26/03.
Vasiliki Paraskevas Kelly ('92} and Paul, a daughter, Anna lise Diana, 3/21/ 03.
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National Convention. The garden is named for Pounding Father James Madison, who
would be proud that three JMU graduates helped turn the legendary house of sports and
concerts into a site for national debate. The Republican National Convention's 100 fulltime staff included Alison Kogut ('99), Jim Anderson ('03) and Carolyn Coda ('04) .
"Every day my job [was] different," says Kogut, a media and special projects coordinator in the RNC communications department. Kogut was responsible for writing press
releases, newsletters, talking points and Web content, and helped organize and coordinate
special press events. Kogut actually began working for the convention in 2003. "I worked
on Capitol Hill for four years and decided to move to New York to try something new
with my life," she says. "While searching for a pursuit in a separate field, I decided to lend
my services to the convention by volunteering. On my initial meeting, I [got to] meet the
director of communications, who was looking to hire .... I was hired a week later."
Jim Anderson, coordinator for the delegate and caucus division, managed the delegation photo identification process. "This was the first time these I D's were used at a national
convention," he says. "We had a total of 4,853 delegates and alternates in 55 states and
territories. This is the job that I was interested in when I finished at JMU."
Carolyn Coda completed a 2003 internship at Global USA Inc. which led to her RNC
job. RNC chief executive officer Bill Harris, a partner with Global USA, offered Coda the
opportunity to serve as his assistant for the convention. "Working in the CEO's office
[was] wonderful," she says. "I was at the center of everything going on with the convention
- from staffing Mr. Harris at events to working with other divisions on major projects."
-Cheryl Locke ('05)
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David Craig Hopp ('93 ) and Li sa, a so n, Jacob
"Jake" Patrick, 5/18/04.
Tibbie Farnsworth Joerin ('93) and Jeff, a daughter, Ca rl y Ro se, 8/31/03.
Karen Young Kalas ('93) and David , a daughter,
Susanna El izabeth , 5/30/03.
Catherine "Katie" Howard Maiberger ('93) and
Todd, a daughter, Charlotte Leig h, 7/17/ 03.
Marcia Spencer Malinowski ('93) a nd Kenneth ,
a daughter, Jordan Nicole, 5/27/03.
Melissa Poliquin Miller ('93) and Bill, a daughter, Kathleen Grace, 1/21/04.
Molly Ball Park ('93) and Dave, a daughter,
Emily J. , 7/1/03.
Kristin Sharrocks Resta ('93) and Frank, a daughter, Cat heri ne Sophia, 7/17/03.
Alice Riddick Shaffer {'93) a nd Paul ('91) , a
daughter, Er ika Susan , 1/29/ 04.
Rebecca Shuford Simpson ('93, '96M) and Clark
('95), a daughter, Georgia Lea, 9/5/03.
Priscilla Cavalca VanSlyke ('93) and James "Jim"
('92) , a so n, Aidan Corbett, 6/3/04.
Stacy Harrell Bergeron ('94) a nd Donald , a
daughter, Annabelle Leigh , 8/27/02.
Renee Moran Boyce ('94) and Steven ('93), a son,
Brian Thomas , 3/28/04.
Vashti Leonard Curtis ('94) and Darrin, a daughter, Delaney Woods, 2/5/ 04.
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Randa Haddad Downs ('94) and Greg, a son,
Alexa nder Gregory, 5/ 25/ 04.
Jennifer Hueston Fennessey ('94) and Mike, a
daughter, Kathryn Rosemiri, 4/8/04.
Jennifer Erin Lofquist ('94) an d Andrew Lee, a
daugh ter, Gwend olyn Ca rys, 4/7/04.
Stacey Falls McCray ('94) and Brian ('93), a son,
Benjamin Ryan, 2/2/04.
Christina Gibson Kaster ('94) an d Troy, a son,
Brett Anthony, 9/9/03.
Mandy Bigelow Parker ('94) and Michael, a son,
Aidan Thomas, 7/8/ 03.
Pam Wolpert Scharfenberger ('94) and Jody, a
son, William George, 4/1 1/ 04.
Laura Doyle Sibley ('94, '95M) and Ch ris, a son,
Nicholas Ca meron, 6/9/03.
Sarah Hoyt Weller ('94) and Steve, a son, La nce
Andrew, 11/1 1/ 04.
Jennifer Stockton Akers {'95) and Kurt ('98) , a
son, Brody Linden, 2/4/ 04.
Tara Broce Borchers ('95) and Todd {'94), twins
daughters , Grace Katherine an d Ch loe Patterson, 7/3 1/03.
Dawn Rhinehart Catteau ('95) and Jeff, a daughter, Ella Grace, 10/29/03.
Heather Martin Cline ('95) and Keith , adopted
a daughter, Loga n Alyssa, born 3/10/04.
Kenda Goldberg Council {'95) and Michael , a
daughter, Maren Eli zabeth, 4/27/04.
Jonathan Dooley ('95) and Stacie, a dau ghter,
Emma Katherine, 1/ 27/03.

Laurie Shields Hart (' 95 ) a nd Jason ('96 ), a
daughter, Olivia Rose, 2/16/04.
Frances D. Howard ('95 ) and Michael ('96 ), a
son, Michael Ali Jr., 2/13/04.
Heidi Welty Johnson {'95, '97M) and And rew, a
so n, Jeffrey Patrick, 3/16/04.
Kelly Elizabeth Larson ('95) and Fred Luna, a
son, Dyla n Timothy, 3/26/04.
Julie Reed Leader ('95) and Keith, a son, Caden
Joshua, 9/23/03.
Samantha Beares Russell ('95) and Rob, a daughter, Reilly Walker, 2/27/04.
Paige Koontz Sherman ('95) and John, a daughter, Lindsay Grace, 11/4/03.
Susan Seidnitzer Stallings ('95) and Thomas
"Craig" ('94), a daughter, Alaina Brooke, 3/18/04.
Michelle Keene Vance ('95) and Kerry, a daughter, Allison Leigh, 8/2/03.
Erick Christopher Wenk ('95) and Eli zabeth, a
daughter, Savannah Madison, 8/9/03.
Kristen Phillips Wood ('95) and Bryan, a son,
Luke William, 6/18 / 04.
Elena Durso Barham ('96) a nd Steve ('94) , a
daughter, Kendra Lynn, 9/2/03.
Lori Alexander Buckwalter ('96) and Rick, a son,
Noah Alexa nder, 3/6/04.
Brooke Martin Chao ('96) and Alvin , a son,
Dylan Patrick, 2/19/ 03.
Jennifer Flannery Clayton ('96) and John ('95) ,
a daughter, Erin Flannery, 9/3/ 03.
Kristen Policicchio Goodman ('96) an d David
('95 ), a daughter, Taylor Marie, 9/6/03.
Jennifer Hart ('96) and Scott Graber ('95) , a
daughter, Isabella Hart, 8/12/03.
Elizabeth Lausten Hafer ('96, '97M) a nd Jeff, a
son, Michael Henry, 3/24/04.
Rebecca Clauser Hakansson ('96) and Jay, a
daughter, Em ily Jane, 7/ 17/03.
Jennifer Woods Joiner ('96) and Morgan, a daughter, Mallory Ann, 4/1 / 04.
Rob Kuncken ('96) a nd Dawn, a daughter, Kayla
Marie, 4/7/04.
Katharine Goodman Le ('96) a nd Quoc ('95), a
daughter, Megan Katharine, 3/23/04.
Katherine Clark Lowery ('96, 'OOM) and Theodore "Rusty," a son Theodore "T.J." Russell
Lowery Jr., 11/27/ 03.
Elizabeth Wilson Meares ('96) and Scot t, a
daughter, Ma rga ret Eilleen, 11/27/03.
Carrie Moon Pasfield ('96) and Curt ('97) , a son,
Thomas James, 8/18 /03.
Michael Pison ('96) a nd Jenni fe r, a daughter,
Kellie Maleah, 2/1/04.
Linda Grabill Toothman ('96) and Alan, a daughter, Ella Grabill, 10/29/ 03.
John "Zip" Zippe ('96) and Kerri, a son, Co le
Allen, 12/ 18/03.
Melissa Asuncion Coker ('97) and Seth ('95), a
daughter, Tyler Madison, 11 /16/03.
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Kim Shuford Frost ('97) and Rya n, a daughter,
Hope Ca mpbell, 11/6/03.
Gregory Pons ('97) and Dawn, a son, Tyler Murphy, 4/30/04.
Carla Tierney Spielman ('97) and Mark, a daughter, Ca itlin MacKenzie, 1/22/04.
Creedence Holzmacher Spreder ('97) and Rick,
a son, Trey, 4/15/04.
Katie Geneczko Box ('98) and Jason, a son, Catcher
Sebastian, 5/7 /04.
Rachel Mazzucchi Elliff ('98) and Brian, a daughter, Lauren Eli se, 7/30/03 .
Veronica Hodkin Fox ('98) and Chuck {'96), a
daughter, Lauren Rebecca, 2/9/04.
Jessica Steelberg Kelly ('98) and Kip (' 96) , a
daughter, Moira Rose, 12/6/03.
Megan Swisher McKelvy ('98) and Dan, a son,
Dylan Patrick, 3/8/04.
Shannon Williams Shifflet ('98) a nd Joe, a son,
Tanner Austin, 4/23/ 04.
Kirstin Devon Toms ('98) and Robert, a daughter, Mad ison Lucille, 3/5/04.
Clancy Godwin Wahlgren ('98) a nd Kristian, a
daughter, Halle Eli zabeth , 6/25/03.
Heather Pope Cameron ('99) and Scott ('OO) , a
son, Hayden Michael, 12/19/03.
Mandy Martin Edwards {'99) and Ian, a daughter, Lucy Caroline, 1/6/ 04.
Staci Michele Howard Klompenhouwer ('99) a nd
Remco, a daughter, Emae Tierney, 2/29/04.
Katie Hopson Kozlowski {'99) a nd Kevin , a
daughter, Mad ison Taylor, 4/7/04.
Laura Down Waits ('99) and Merrill ('98 ), a
daughter, Sarah Elizabeth, 4/ 12/04.

20 00s
Kendra Short Chance ('OO) and Lou, a daughter,
Sarah Ann, 1/19/04.
Tiffany Mirabile Foreman ('OO) and Jim , a son,
James "D rew" Holland Foreman IV, 5/2 0/04.
Bethany Anne Masone Harrar ('OO) and Michael,
a daughter, Jillian Ash leigh, 10/23/ 03.
Melany Kellerhalls Holloway ('OO) a nd Channing, a daughter, Eli zabeth Anne, 3/3/04.
Nicole Pawlowski Schlemmer ('OO) and Brian,
a so n, Adam John atha n, 2/25/04.
Christina Durvin Robertson ('02) a nd Josh , a
son, Joshua "Hunter," 5/26/04.

IN MEMORIAM
Mildred Tyler Irving ('27) of Warrenton.
Frances Bell Dunton ('31) of Exmore, 12/1/03.
Virginia "Ginny" Moore Wiley ('46) of Roanoke,
7/15/04.
Lorene Purcell Cone ('52) of Springfield, Pa.,
6/19/04.
Jacquelyn Antoinette Dederick Neal ('53) of
Pompano Bach, Fla., 2/25/04.

Surf on in and see our changes. Look up classmates,
check out chapter events, get Homecoming info., download free JMU wallpapers, update your address or sign
up for the free alumni e-mail newsletter. Go Dukes!
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Did you get married?

hat's Up Dukes?
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CLASS NOTE - - - - - - - - - -

Let your classmates know what's going on in your life!

'

Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class Year____

I

Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,State
Phone: home (

ZIP _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ work (

E-mail
Spouse (include maiden)

______________

JMU Class Year

Employer _________________ Title _ _ _ __
The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is no more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings and
births have occurred and after degrees have been completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to include both
spouses' names (including maiden), class years, wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement? Did you
remember to include both parents' names, class years, child's name and birth date?

Please anticipate that it will take approximately six months, or two issues, for your class note to appear in Montpefiec We appreciate your patience.

Vanessa Evans ('93, '97M}
President, JMU Black Alumni Chapter
Associate director, Ron Brown Scholar Program
CAP Charitable Foundation
Charlottesville, Va.
Attaining diversity at JMU is critical because a campus
community of diverse viewpoints and experiences offers
students a healthy and enriching education. Attracting and
retaining students from underrepresented populations takes
heightened awareness, university and alumni
commitment, and private scholarships.
As president of the Black Alumni Chapter, I know how
important it is for alumni to assist in the recruitment and
retention of a diverse student body. That's one of our chapter's main goals. Over the last decade, we've been able to
fund a scholarship that offers the incoming freshman class
$3,000 a year for students from underrepresented populations. To date, we have aided more than 25 students.
Please help us help JMU. Visit the Black Alumni
Chapter Web site for more information:

www.Jmu.edu/alumni/chapter.bac
There are all kinds of ways to make a difference at JMU.
To learn more,please contact the development office at (800) 296- 6162
or at the Leeolou Alumni Center, JMU, MSC 4401, Harrisonburg,
VA 22807 or www.jmu.edu/development.
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